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ABSTRACT
Ignorance of the bicdtural and bilingual nature of the deaf cornmunity should not be
allowed as an acceptable cause for the barriers the d/Deaf offender faces in the hearing
criminal justice system.
This thesis expiores the depth of the barriers faced by the deaf offender within the hearing
criminal justice systern.

Six (6) respondents/informants were interviewed for this

qualitative study with the assistance of a serni-stnictured interview format.

The

respondents were al1 audiologically deaf or deafened, and as a condition of this study,
cornrnunicated pnmarily through a signed language. These respondents shared their
expenences with police intervention including the arrest process, with the criminal courts,
andor with federai or provincial incarceration. The findings of this study reveaied that
al1 respondents experienced discriminatory practices largely as a result of their complex

communication and cultural differences.

These practices included attitudinal,

environmental and social/cultural barriers. Those incarcerated appeared to experience the
most concentrated barriers. The most significant banier experienced during incarceration
was the communication barriers which arose fiom the lack of available qualified

interpreters. The second most disabling banier occurred as a result of the oppressive
attitudes expressed by the staff.
The respondents did offer suggestions as to how best to dismantle the baniers that
prevented their equal treatment within the criminal justice system or with their
rehabilitation. Suggestions ranged fiom providing staff education and awareness on the
bilingual and bicultural nature of the deaf person, to the addition of assistive,

communication and derting devices in the institutions to facilitate their fit into the
institution and assist in their rehabilitation. It is the opinion of this wrïter that thïs study
reinforces the need to conduct a comprehensive survey on the nurnber of deaf offenders
presently incarcerated in federal institutions across Canada, or involved with the c o r n
system and on the nature of their communication and cultural needs. This information
could be then be used to begin to equaiize the experiences of the deaf offender within the
hearing criminal justice system. It may indeed be simple enough to alter the physical

environment through the addition of necessary equipment, though the respondents feel it
as crucial to establish a process for dismantling the attitudinal barriers which abound in

the institutions and the criminal justice system, and which appear to prevent the full
participation of deaf offenders within the cnminal justice system.
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Chapter 1
Overview

aTulkhtg isn 't the on& way to communicate. " - anonymous
This study's' general research problem is to explore the nature of the experience
for the deaf offender in the hearing criminal justice systern.

1 have been employed as a Parole Oficer with the Correctional Service of Canada

for approximately 14 years. During that time, 1 have interviewed several deaf incarcerated
offenders. Each of these offenders described how they felt they were being discriminated
against because of their inability to communicate in spoken word. It is my intention to

study whether these opinions are shared by deaf offenders presently involved with one of
three aspects of the criminal justice system-the arrest process, the courtroom. a d o r
incarceration. 1 will be conducting personal interviews with those deaf offenders
presently incarcerated or recently involved with the three components noted above, and
explore their observations in regards to the criminal justice system-. If comments
obtained by offenders presently involved in the criminal justice system are consistent
with those previousiy received, the goal would be to collect suggestions as to how best to
dismantle the baniers expenenced by the deaf offender.

Mr. Ole Instrup, Comrnissioner, Correctional Services of Canada (CSC),
identifies in the Basic Fact Book on Corrections 1997, that good corrections has "one and

only one objective: to contribute to the protection of society" (p.1). He f i e r States that
while the CSC has been "'quite successful" in making a contribution to the safety of the
public, the fact remains that the CSC needs to continue searching for "a better
understanding of the criminal mind", and for "better ways of positively influencing
offenders as they move to the end of their sentences" (p. 1). This study is an attempt to
accomplish these two significant goals: to better understand the deaf offender. and to
collect ways to "positiveiy infiuence" the deaf offender in culturally sensitive ways to
facilitate their rehabilitation and reintegration into society.

Introductions
Harlan Lane refen to the significance of introductions in the deaf world in his
book "The Mask Of Benevolence".

1 shdI respect this cultural n o m and introduce

myself, cl&& my links to the deaf cornrnunity, and identie the motivating factors
behind this research.

My motivation to pursue this subject area is both personally, and professionally
driven.

I myself, am hearing.

I am also the younger sibling of a prelingually

(congenitally), profoundly deaf brother. My brother did Wear hearing aids for the first
few years of his life, though to no avail. These devices were neither corrective nor
assistive for him. His hearuig was such that it would never allow fluent communication

through oral speech. His native language quickly becarne sign Ianguage. and remains
sign language today.

While growing up with my brother 1 gained some familiarity with signed
communication. It was not a formal version of American Sign Language (ASL) or Signed
Exact English (SEE). It was instead a series of signs we developed as a fmily, known as
"home signs". Formal sign language communication was not a pnority in o u famiiy. I
was not encouraged to formalize my learning of signed communication. nor was any
other farnily member. Consequently, most of our families' communication was through
gestures, writing, or not at al1 depending on the rnember. It was not until after 1 had
graduated From high school that I developed a newfound interest in the language. I began
by taking formal sign language classes, and have continued to upgrade my skills through

this forma1 avenue. More importantly however, I have chosen to expand my language
comprehension with the assistance of my brother and his wife, who has been an
invaluable source in assisting and enhancing my fluency in the language of ASL. I am
now able to communicate comfortably conversationally through sign language. My life

with my brother has provided an introduction to the Deaf world 1 would not have
experienced without him.

Professionally, 1 have incorporated my sign language skills into my job as Parole
Officer with the Correctionai Service of Canada. My ability to communicate through

sign language has provided me the opportunity to break the communication barrier with
those deaf offenders 1 have encountered over rny 14 years in this present capacity.

1 believe my ability to communkate directly, without the use of an hterpreter, has

allowed me to develop trust and rapport with those deaf inmates 1 have met and
supervised inmates quickly, and allowed me access to a more penonal side of their lives.

It was during these formal, though not research orientated interviews, that deaf
offenders would share their concerns over the barriers they were experiencing as a result
of their communication disability. They would describe attitudinal and environmental
barriers which they felt intempted their ability to maintain contact with family rnembers
because of an absence of telephone assistive devices, or to participate in programs
relevant to their needs, which ultimately would affect their suitability for conditional
release. The respondents also discussed feeling socially isolated and culturally shunted,
all. in their opinion, because they were deaf, communicated through sign language, and
were not fluent in written English.

It became my desire to explore the barriers identified by these deaf offenders on a
more fomal basis. It is my opinion that this information could serve to expand the
knowledge base of the expenences of the deaf offender and support the need for more
responsible treatment of this minority population.

Terminology
Throughout this paper I will present the terms deaf and DeaJ

Fint allow me to

clarify the apparent ambiguity in the adjectival use of these terms. The term "deaf'
(lowercase d) characterktically refers to those who are medically or audioiogically deaf.
but do not necessarily associate with rnembers of the Deaf culture. Deaf (capital D)
emphasizes the cultural affiliation and pride of those members of the sign-language using
cornrnunity (Moore, 1992). Peffley ( 199 1) defines the term Deaf as maintaining "special
collectivities and attitudes arking out of interaction arnong people with hearing losses"

(p.389.) These attitudes include the value one places on residentiai education. deaf
heritage, experiences, art forms and the language of Amencan Sign Language. These
t e m s are not interchangeable, and will not be used interchangeably in this document.
They will be used with full and formal respect as is characteristic in the literature
regarding the d/Deaf.

Limitations to this studv
Al1 research and research studies have limitations. Those of significance will be

noted here.

First, a point of clarification. The persons interviewed for this research can most
accurately be defined as both respondents and informants. Not only did they respond to

the semi-stnictured questions I had prepared for the interviews, they also shared their
experiences and frustrations with me.

G e o m ~ h i c darea
This study was about those deaf respondents who lived in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
andjor were incarcerated in the same and surrounding area. It is not written exclusively
about the members of the Winnipeg deaf community, however. It is only about those
members of a deaf comrnunity who were coincidentally living in this geographically
restricted area, or incarcerated in the area at the time of this study. One should therefore,
not generalize these comments to ail members of the Winnipeg Deaf comrnunity who
have had experiences with the legal system.

Deaf cornmunities and their mores and values differ across communities. It is
possible that a deaf person's experiences with the criminal justice system in another city
or province may be difTerent, if there is greater or less cultural awareness or sensitivity
than was experienced in Winnipeg. The results of this study, then, are not intended to be

generalized beyond the population studied in Winnipeg over the period of time fiom

March through June, 1998, inclusive.

Gender
Al1 respondents were male. There was no conscious attempt to exclude the femaie
offender in any manner while advertising the research intent. Very simply, no women
responded to my request for volunteers. One could speculate that there are no deaf
women in Winnipeg who have experienced the court system or incarceration. Or it may
simply be that there were no women who were interested in participating. This study
does not ailow me to identiQ the answer to these questions. though again one must not
generalize the results of this study to adult women without M e r investigation. This
may indeed be an area that could be pursued in follow-up studies.

Sarnple size
There were a total of 6 respondents in this study. While quantity is not as cruciai
a factor in qualitative studies. there is again the question of generalizabilty with a sample

of this limited size. It is possible that there rnay be a small pocket of deaf offenders in the
Winnipeg area whose experiences with the criminal justice system were not as oppressive
or disabling as those expressed here. 1 suspect this is unlikely, however, given that 1
made attempts to Iocate any deaf person associated both directly and penpheraily with the
Deaf cornmunity. This would aiso reinforce the need, however, for Further study and
investigation to ensure that these comrnents are representative. At this point however,
again, one must be cautious and not unduly extrapolate these results beyond this study
population.

Use of interpreter
Al1 formai interviews were conducted with the assistance of a certified interpreter
fiom the Independent Interpreter Referrd Service (hereafter known as IIRS). Although 1
am able to communicate in sign Ianguage. 1 did not feel I was ~ ~ c i e n t fluent
l y in sign

language to master the multiple demands of conducting the interview, attending to the
cultural differences in communicational behavior such as facial expressions and intensity

of the signing, while simultaneously maintainhg the researcherlrespondent relationship.
To avoid the possibility of miscommunication or misinterpretation, 1 engaged the services
of a certified sign language interpreter. My suspicions proved correct, and 1 am indebted
to the interpreters who were involved as they did indeed facilitate the communication
process beyond what 1 could have accomplished at this stage.

There were. however, some difficulties associated with using an interpreter for
these research interviews given my own signing abilities. The 1995-96 Annual Report of
the IIRS identifies its7 primary purpose as "to promote and provide professional
independent interpreting seniices of a hi& caliber which meets the needs of consumers
throughout Manitoba7' (p.3). The other agency objective relative to this paper is to
"facilitate equal participation in the cornrnunity" (p.3). Without a certified interpreter the
respondents would not have been provided equd participation in the heming research
interview.

Although each interpreter was certified and professional. 1 did expenence some
occasional conflicts in interpretation throughout several of the interviews. My ability to
cornmunicate in sign language allowed my eyes to "read" the communication that was
occurring. On a few occasions, my ears heard a voice interpretation different from what 1
observed. When necessary. I highlighted the discrepancies 1 observed, and asked for
clarification. Exarnples of these misinterpreîations included the interpreting of the narnes
of small towns in Manitoba, clarification of the roles different people played in
conversations, and the details related to the arrest of one respondent, to name a few. On
several of those occasions, 1 was correct in my interpretation as acknowledged
subsequently by the interpreter. In other. less significant issues, however. I ailowed my
confidence in my own receptive skills to read the message and intemalize it as valid even
if it conflicted with the interpretation by the paid interpreter.

This conflict in interpretation was a limitation to this study as it occasionaily
distracted Frorn my focus, and forced me to concentrate on whether or not there were
discrepancies in other areas of the interviews which I missed. 1 made al1 attempts to
ensure the information interpreted was accurate by asking additional clarification
questions and confirming the details provided. Notwithstanding the discrepancies noted,

I am confident that there were no discrepancies left unchallenged that would have altered
the results of this study.

Limitations are an inherent component o f any research. It is the researcher's role
to make al1 attempts to control for any limitations that would seriously discredit the

results o f the study. The only clarifier is, as has been noted. that these findings c m not
necessarily be generalized beyond the population studied.

Chapter 2
Characteristics of the Deaf Community

This study focuses on the lives, culture and expenences of. and the barries
against deafmeaf persons. Before one c m begin to understand the deaf person however.
one must understand the nature of their language. The language of ASL has been defined
as the "Mother Tongue" of the deaf (Smith et al, 1988). By simple definition. ASL is a
visual-geshual language that was developed by the Amencan Deaf people to
cornmunicate with each other (Smith et al). It has existed as long as there has been deaf
people. Standardization of the language began in 1817 when Laurent Clerc and Thomas
Gallaudet established the first school for the Deaf in the U.S.A.

Traditionally. the

language has been passed fiom one generation to another through residential school life,
particularly through dormitory Iife (Smith et al).

What exactly is ASL? ASL is one form of "signed communication". The terni
"signed communication" is really a generic term used to describe a language whereby the
hands are utilized as the articulators to convey thoughts, feelings and concepts in a
systematic fashion. A sign is not simply a rnanual equivalent of a word, but rather is a
"hand movement configuration that conveys meaning". The production of a sign c m be
analyzed into four basic components: handshape; the motion of the hand; the orientation
of the hands relative to the body and each other; and the location of the hand relative to

the signer's body. Many complex subjects can be conveyed in a single sign, though again
often without an English word equivalent.

ASL is a language separate fiom English. It does not depend on English for it's

meaning and bears no structural resemblance to written English.

ASL is a manuai

Ianguage, though it is not a written language. There are in fact no newspapers, books.
magazines or educational texts written in ASL. Any communication written about ASL
must therefore be defined, described and written in English.

English is defined in the Iiterature as being a "dry" or uni-dimensional language
(Moore and Levitan, 1992). A person needs simply move no more than their lips and
tongue to communicate. ASL is defined as a multi-dimensional language, however as ail
components of the face and body unite to convey information and emotion. The face, for
exarnple, is defined as the grammatical marker as raised eyebrows and lowered chin
represent a question, and furrowed brow and shaking head are suggestive of a nrgative
comment. In other ways classifiers are used to differentiate size and location of objects,
and pointing is used to establish a person or objects positioning in relation to other parts
of the story.

Al1 are significant in conveying the accurate meaning of the signed

communication.

Fingerspelling is yet another form of signed communication. In North America,
fingerspelling is fundamentally a recreation of the Amencan alphabet written "in the air"

instead of on paper. rtiere are 26 single-hand positions that represent each letter of the
alphabet. Some fmger positions are in fact exact representations of the printed block
letter, for example the letters d, c, i, j, L. m and n.

Fingerspelling is generally used in cases where there is no sign for a word or
concept. where a sign many be obscure or idiosyncratic, when the receiver expresses
doubt over the meaning of a word, or for comrnon or personal narnes. Fingerspelling is
also used by either child or a d d t in the initial stages when a new word is being taught.
Once the receiver learns the actuai sign. the fingerspelt version is genemlly abandoned.
Finally, like ASL. fingerspelling is not universal.

It has evolved differently across

countries as the needs of the users demand. and includes both single-hand and doublehand versions..

Up until 1970 visual-gestural languages were thought to be linguistically
primitive. They were thought to be lacking in vocabulary, grammatically confused and
incapable of expressing subtle or abstract concepts. The literature now available clearly
identifies that languages such as ASL does conform to the definition of a language in
essentially al1 aspects held by linguists. ASL cames al1 the structural, semantic, and
pragmatic qualities and constraints of spoken language. It is capable of conveying subtle,
abstract and cornplex ideas through the combination of hand movement, facial expression

and body positioning.

ASL is not a universal language. Sign language in Mexico is different fiom

France which is different from American Sign Language.

Because of histor-ical

circumstances, ASL is more like French Sign language than British Sign language.

Henderson and Hendershott (1 99 1, p. 327) identiQ ASL as
"a language whose lexicon is seen and not heard, and its

linguistic structure is based on visual rather than oral
concepts. In other words. ASL is perfectly suited for those
who c m see but cannot hear. It takes hl1 advantage of
existing resources rather than obsessing on what is
missing".

ASL has a particular strength and function within the deaf comrnunity. It is
identified by members of the deaf comrnunity as the feature that "unites and defines"

them (Henderson and Hendershott, 1991). It is seen as the one thing that grew out of the
deaf community and is the one factor which members strive to protect from others. But
while it unites the deaf people together it simultaneously separates them from the hearing
world. When a person comrnunicates in sign language, he or she is visible to others and
often draw attention to hidherself. This is not necessarily a negative feature of sign
language, though does separate the user from the spoken world. The deaf person who
comrnunicates in sign language as his or her native language, and is unable to
cornmunicate in spoken English, must abandon their first language to cornmunicate with
the hearing world. He or she must then adopt other ways to cornmunicate, such as with
pen and paper, gestures, or through an interpreter.

The process of cornmunicating through pen and paper complicates the
csmmunication process for the deaf, particularly as many deaf students graduate fiom
school with a grade 4 (English) reading and writing level (Tucker, 1991). Aiso many
deaf people have limited knowledge of the grammatical rules of English and
consequently may not use English gramrnar when writing.

This can lead to

miscornmunication between the hearing and deaf person. It c m also often lead to the
hearing speaker assurning a lack of intelligence in the deaf person (Germain, 1991).

Classifications of deahess
The term "deafhess" is most simply defined as an audiological inability to hear.
It is often used interchangeably to refer to persons with a partial loss in one ear or to
those with a total hearing loss in both ears (bilateral deafhess). This definition is not
accurate however as it provides no clarification as to the degree of the hearing loss is
or how the loss affects the persons ability to function in the world around him or her.

Meyers (1964) defines deafhess as the "inability to understand comected

discourse through the ear, with or without a hearing aid, and one whom m u t depend

on their eyes for communication."

Schein and Stewart (1995, p. 152) defme deafhess Audiologically or
Functionally.

They clarify that the two definitions yield somewhat different

"classifications".

Audiologists measure hearing loss "by the amount of energy

necessary for a sound to be detected at least half the time (cailed a hearing threshold).

The more energy it takes to be heard the greater the hearing loss" (p. 152). On this
particular scale, nomal hearing is defined by the nurnber zero.

Higher nurnbers

identifi greater degrees of hearing loss.

In normal conversations, the human voice ranges between 50 and 60 decibels. A
person with a 90 decibel (usually written dB) hearing loss then has little chance of
effectively engaging in a verbal conversation even with the best available
amplification. Schein and Stewart funher clai@ that many deaf people have a hearing
loss even greater that 90 dB.

Their second classification is Functional hearing loss.

This is defined as

whether or not a person can hear suficiently to allow for adequate oral
communication. Being deaf does not mean that a person is unable to hear all sound.
Most deaf people can in fact hear varying degrees of sound such as a jet plane flying
overhead or a loud truck dnving by. They cannot, however, hear spoken sounds
sufficiently to allow h e m to engage in verbal communication. Functional deafhess
then refers specifically to the inability of a person to hear speech sufficiently to allow
them to decipher and understand what is being said. Making the speech louder does
not allow the deaf person to discriminate what is being said, it just allows them to hear
the sounds more loudly.

They continue to be unable to function using oral

communication. Unable to communicate orally, deaf people are visually dependent on
communication.

Denmark (1994) provides a different classification of deafhess. He identifies
that deafness can be defined according to severai categories.

It c m be defined

according to: AGE OF ONSET (congenital, prelingual, post lingual/adventitious. or
presbyacusis):

DEGREE (mild, moderate, severe, or profound).

:SPEECH

INTELLIGIBILITY (deaf without speech, deaf with speech, hearing impaired): or
according to SITE OF LESION (conductive or perceptive deafhess). (Denmark.
p.134). Deafness can also be defined by its cause. The most elementary system

differentiates between congenital or acquired deafness, although in many cases the
cause is idiopathic - of no discemible cause.

These classifications are formai and clearly have meaning for the medical
profession only, though not for the d e m e a f person. They rnay be used by those
persons who are hard of hearing or deafened. They are rarely, if ever, however used
by those members of the Deaf community. This very point was stated very clearly in

several of the resources used for the completion of this paper. It was stated in the
video tape "Rules of social Interaction", the first in a senes of 4 video tapes completed
by M.J. Benvenieu and B. Colonomous in the mid-1980's.

This point was also

highlighted by one of the respondents in this study. When the respondent was asked

how he defined himselt culturally Deaf, deaf, oral deaf, or hard of hearing, he
responded,

'Tm DEM, that's dl!"
(As voice interpreted)

Definitions of grouDs
There are numerous terms used to describe a person with a level of hearing loss.
1 will review those as they are recorded in the NACPD newsletter June 1998. Of note.

there are many overlaps between the groups, though there are also deep divides.
particularly in the aspects of self-description. self-identification and lifestyle choices.

Deaf

- This term

refers to any person with a severe to profound hearing loss.

with little or no residual hearing.

Some of these people use sign language for

communication, others use speech, speech-reading, technical devices, or their own
residual hearing in combination with a assistive device.

Oral deaf

- This term generally refers to those individuals who are deaf but

whose preferred mode of communication is speech in combination with speech
reading. These people generally identiQ thernselves with the hearing world, though
not exclusively.

Cultural& Deaf - This refers to any person with any degree of hearing loss who
identifies with. and uses sign language to express the values, culture, traditions, rules
and noms of the Deaf people and their cornmunity.

Hard of hearing - ?lis

tenn is used to descnbe those individuals who use their

residual hearing and speech to communicate. Many of these people can understand
speech with or without a hearing aid.

Deafened or Late-deafened - These tems refer to those individuals who grew
up hearing or hard of hearing but who lost their hearing suddenly or gradually. and
who now expenence a profound hearing Ioss. These individuals generally cannot

understand speech without a visual cue.

Hearing impaired

-

This is a medicaVaudiological term developed and

promoted by the hearing community in the 1960's. This term is embedded in the
infirmity or medical mode1 of deafness. Specifically, it was based on the premise that
a chiid defined as "impaired" would have an easier adjustme-! to the hearing
comunity because the term merely suggested less than perfect hearing. A child
labeled "deaf" however would be identified as "defective or in need of repair or
correcting" and would result in an impossible ability to adjust adequately to the
hearing cornmunity (Lane, 1989).

As noted the term "hearing impaired" is not accepted or recognized within the
deaf community as a valid term in their vocabulary. The literature clearly indicates
that the term "hearing impaired" is considered offensive by most deaf people.
Specifically. the word "impaired pmrnotes the negative image that the deaf person is
defective, or requires maintenance, replacements, or fixing. It does not, however.
recognize the deaf person for what they are - deaf (Padden. 1988; Lane, 1992).

Much of the literanire suggests that the deaf person does not view themselves as
broken or in any way needing fixing. They are not unhappy with being deaf. only with
the way in which the hearing world handicaps them by virtue of their attitudes and
actions.

The terms noted above are those used within the hearing community. What is
important in the case of the deaf person(s) is the term the deaf person uses to describe
themselves. It is crucial to respect how the individual defines or identifies him or
herself and use that term as it in any way reiates to that person. (Access Ability). As
noted above, my choice of definitions did not satis@ al1 the respondents in this
research, some of whom felt only two terms were necessary: "hearing" or "deaf'.

This research has focused exclusively on those individuais who are defined as or

rather define themselves as de&. Those individuals who have a moderate to total

break in hearing communication c h m e l s and who communicate through sign
language as their native language.

The larger hearing society ofken refen to persons who are deaf, or those who
have never developed the ability to cornmunicate through oral speech as "deaf and
durnb" or as "deaf mutes". Not only is the application of these terms false. but they
too are offensive according to both the respondents and the literature. The Little
Oxford Dictionary defines mute as "silent; without speech, dumb; soundless". The
word dumb is defined as -'unable to speak; stupid; ignorant." The typical deaf person
in fact does not have any physical or structurai damage to the physicai structure of
their body that medically prevents them From speaking. More specifically they are
unable to communicate orally because the are unable to hear the words and copy them.

Dernojgaphics of deafhess in Canada

There is no formal legal definition of deafhess, as in the case of blindness. In
light of thus deafhess can have a variety of meanings.

This writer reviewed the 1992 Statistics Canada Special Topics report
"Canadians with Impaired Hearing" from the Health and Activity Limitation Survey

(HALS) which was a survey of persons with disabilities. The target population in this
document were al1 those persons with a "physical or psychological disability who were

living in Canada at the time of the 1986 Census" (p.3). The type of data gathered
included both the nature and severity of their own disability, as well as the barriers that
peson identified as encountenng during their daily activities.

As a note of

clarification. persons in this study were identified as hearing impaired as defmed by a
4 point scde (category 1, 2. 3. or MC. ).

Piease refer to the Appendix A for

clarification.

In this report individuals are defined as disabled or non-disabled. The definition
of "disabled" that was used in that document is as follows:
"in the context of health expenence, a disability is any
restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of ability
to perfom an activity in the manner or within the arrange
considered normal for a human being" (p. C-2).

The HALS report identifies that "4 Our of every 100 Canadians have impaired

hearing which may present barriers to their daily activities" (HALS, p. 1). The rates o f
impaired hearing are descnbed as increasing sirnultaneously with age, with slightly
less than 1% of those persons under age 25 residing in households expenencing any
hearing loss to 47.5% of those individuals 85 years or older experiencing a hearing
loss. See Table 1 (p. 32). Generally these rates of hearhg impairment were identified

as being higher for males than fernales.
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Pesons with Impaired Hearing Besidirig in Households, by Se%, by Age
Croup, Canada
Age Gmup
-

Both Sexes

MaIe

Fede

%

%

%

--

Total, ail a g a
Oto4ytars

5to9ytars

loto 1415 to24ytars

25 to 34 ytars
35 to 54 ytars

55 to 64 ycars
65 to 74 years

.

75to84ycars

85 ycars and ovcr

Year-by-year rates far those unda 15 y e m of age living in houscholds show
considerable imgularity (Appendix Tabk A4). Sina a iargt portion of impairrd hearing
in these children is dut to inftCtiOus discases, the flucmations am expected: somc pomon
of the variation relates to epidemiff of chiltihooddiseases, the number and sevaity of which
M e r from year to ycar and plaa to
Table 1.

Note. From "The Heaith and Activity Limitation Survey", Statistics Canada, 1992,
Canadians with Im~airedHearinp. S~eciaiTopics Senes.

Of the adults with impaired hearing living in their own residence. some 30 %
use a technical aid or aids to overcome their hearing loss.

penond hearing aid. See Table 2 (p. 34).

Of these. 88%

use a

Persohs with hpPired H h g Aged 25 and Over Residing in Househoids,
by Degree of Hearing Impairment, by Use of Techdical Ai&, Canada
Degree of Hearing Impairment

Use of
Technical Ai&

~otal'

mteg0r0
I

CPtegOry
II

category
III

IND?

Total p e m n s
rcporting-

Not using aids
Not statcd

Whcn technical aids arc conmdacd in nation to the degrce of impainncnt, adults
with Category I impaitments. rcsiding in ho~~tholds,
use technical aids pr~portionallyl a s
than those in the 0 t h c~ a~ g e s : 39,075 of211.930 (18.4%). Ai& arc uscd by 192,880 of
587,065 (32.9%) of those in Catcgory II,and 25505 (56.W) of the 45,575 in Cattgory III.
nie oniy changes in the order of thc &vices by nCquency of use occur in Catcgory m.
whcre TDDs movc up into founh place and amplifiers drop to last place, while tdecaption
&CO&TS
move h m last to fihh plact.

Table 2.

Note. From "TheHealth and Activity Limitation Survey", Statistics Canada, 1992,
-

Canadians with Irnpaired Hearina. Swcial Tooics Senes.

A deaf penon's ability to use the telephone is a significant identifier in the deaf

community. The HALS studied this very factor. Of those who responded to this
question, 73% of adults with impaired hearing indicate that they are able to understand
communication over the telephone lines - 26.6 % are not. The proportions of those 15
years and over who cannot understand communication over the telephone varies by
category. See Table 3 (p. 36).

Persons with impaired hearing have traditionally used vision to understand and
communicate through manual communication. This does not necessarily relate to late
deafened or adventiously deaf people however.

Table 4 identifies the mode of

communication for those studied. Sign language was used by 3.5% of the population
to communicate, while lip reading. more accurately defined as speech reading was
used in 12.0% of the reported cases (p. 37).

Of interest is the fact that approximately 7 out of 10 persons with a hearing
impairnent also identified the presence of another disability. The most common other
disability has been identified as a mobility one. See Table 5 (p. 38).

Persans with Impaired Hearing Aged 15 and Over Residing in
Househoids, by Degree ofHearing ~m~airment,'
by AbiIity to Hear
on a Telephone, Canada

TOM

Category I

Category II

Category III

Table 3
Note. From "The Heaith and Activity Limitation Survey", Statistics Canada, 1992,
Canadians with im~airedHearing. Special Topics Senes.

Persons with Impaired Hearing Aged U and ûver Residing in Households,
by Degree of Hearing Impairment, by Communication Skills, Canada
-

Degree of Heariag Impairment

Communication
Skilis
Total persons
reporting...
%

Sign language only
Lipading only
Both of the above
Neithcr of the above

100.0

100.0

587,065
100.0

la

0.8
88

OS
9s

m$ss

- 95
25
823

211,!#30

45,575
100.0

3.6

03

23

162
124

86.0

83.6

563

16290

100.0

-

-

61.9

Table 4.
Note. Frorn "The Health and Activity Limitation Survey", Statistics Canada, 1992,
Canadians with Impaired Hearing;. Special Topics Series.

Persons witb Impaind Hearing Aged 15 Years and Over Residing in
Households, by Nahue of Other ~isability: by Ses,Canada

Persom
Sex

with
rmpaired

Nature of Other Disability,
%

Mob'dity

Heasing
-

Males
Fcmalcs

840,855
48x790
373,065

Seeing

Speaking Other

96

-

Bothsaes

Agility

1000'
100.0
100.0

54.8
45.1

67.5

-

-

4711
41.7
55.7

-

20.l
15.0

26.8

.

-

8.l
8.4
7.7

Table 5.
Note. From 'The Health and Activity Limitation Survey", Statistics Canada, 1992,
Canadians with Immired Hearing. S~ecialT o ~ i c sSeries.

273
25.9
305

Other factors noted in this study related to rnarriage and divorce. The rates of
marriage and divorce are similar for both the hearing impaired and non-disabled
population.

In the case of rnarriage, 58.7% of the hearing impaired adults were

married as compared to 61.5% of the non-disabled, with 6.5 % of the adults with
impaired hearing separated or divorced as compared to 5.6 % of the non-disabled
population. See Table 6 (p. 40).

A final factor as noted in this report is that the rates of impairment for adults

living in a household varied as per regions in the geographical area of Canada. The
rates of persons with irnpaired hearing living in a household varied From a low of 3-4%

in Quebec to a high of 6.1% in both Prince Edward lsland and Manitoba. There were
several reasons cited for this, most notably of which is the fact that it relates to general
population age.

Several of these results differ somewhat from those as reported in the June 1998
Access Ability Newsletter of Correctional Service of Canada's National Advisory
cornmittee for Persons with Disabilities. This document identifies that approximately
10% of the Canadian population between the ages of 0-99 years experience some
degree of hearing loss.

Of that total, 1 % or 288,468 people are identified as

Culturally Deaf; oral de& or deafened.

Non-Disabled
and P~~SOIIS
with Impaired Hearing Aged 15 and
Over Residhg in Households, by Degree of HeaFiag Impairment, by
Marital SStahis, Canada

Analyzcd by &gne of m
g impairmtn~Cattgurits 1 and II show similar
disnibutions of marital stanis. bm Cattgory III diffcrs in thatthe proportion of single penons
is grrata (23.4%). that ofd e c i pasons is kss (45.3%). while the proportion of separated
persons is iargcr (6.4%) and that of d i v d pasons is an iiisigaincant percent.
Table 6.
Note. From the "Health and Activity Limitation Survey", Statistics Canada,
-

Canadians with Impaired Hearing;. Special T o ~ i cSeries.

1992,

The Canadian Association of the Deaf (CAD) estimates that approximately
30.000 Canadians use sign language as their first language (Newsletter).

Deafhess is generally defined as an "invisible" disability. Unless a hearing aid is
wom. and many are now invisible. there is generally no outward sign that the penon

has a communication disability.

The Deaf Communîtv
In society we find people from every walk of life, who bring any conceivable
mixture of human and physical characteristic with them. Such is the case of persons
who are deaf. Deaf people can, and do live in every strata and location of society.
They occupy the full range of employment positions and educational abilities,
although the HALS does identify that Deaf persons are underrepresented in
ernployment.

A significant event occurred in Washington, D.C. in March 1988. In the spnng

of that year student attending Gallaudet University, the only liberal arts university for
the deaf in the world, was in the process of electing a new president for that university.
Deaf students felt that a Deaf peson should be chosen as the 124 year old college's
seventh president.

Instead, the tmstees chose a new president that was not only

hearing, but knew no sign language.

nie announcement of this person's new

assignment sparked an 8 day protest where Deaf students demanded that the "hearing
world respect their nght to govem their own lives7' by electing a Deaf'president.

In 8 short days, the Deaf student body was successfûl in their "Deaf Power"
protest. The hearing president resigned. and a new Deaf president was elected. The
new person chosen was 1. King Jordan, the former Dean of the college of Arts and
Science. and a Gallaudet graduate with a Ph.D. in psychology.

A famous quote arose out of the March 6-13, 1988 student protest at Gallaudet

University. It was a statement made by 1. King Jordan himself, the newly elected and
first deaf president of the college in it's entire 124 year history. President Jordan
tnurnphantly stated,

"Deaf people can do anythmg hearing people cm. except
hear".

This has become President Jordan's motto and remains as the backbone of Deaf
Pride today.

The Deaf cornmunity maintains a unique definition. The community is not
bound by any specific geographicai boudaries. There are no deaf areas. Members do
not necessady live next door to each other, nor do they share the same postai code.
Instead, the Deafcommunity relies on the willing and dedicated efforts of the deaf and

certain non-deaf adults in a particular area to %xociate socially, professionally, and
politically" (Lane, 1980 cited in Henderson and Hendershott, 198 1. p.2). Deaf adults
become members of the Deaf community because of their shared and cornmon
interests and because of their mores and language. In Winnipeg and Manitoba that
language is ASL. Finally, rnembers of the Deaf cornmunity actively seek out means to
socidize with other members by way of social events. sporting events and through
their involvement's in organizations "of' the Deaf, as in the case of the Canadian
Cultural Society of the De&, and the Winnipeg Cornrnunity Centre of the Deaf.

If one were to pose the question." Where is the Deaf community". it could only
be answered by saying, "wherever Deaf' people gather". (Schein and Stewart).

Mernbership in the Deaf Cornrnunitv
Audiological deafhess in isolation is not a sufficient condition for automatic
rnembership in the Deaf community. While deafhess is a unifiing aspect of the
cultural heritage, it does not result in automatic rnembership in this comrnunity.
Instead, membeehip in deaf communities is solidified by "shared experiences,
language and identification with the deaf" (Letoumeau, undated). Further to that,
members must participate in the activities of the deaf community and demonstrate
their commitment to maintaining the traditions and heritage of the Deaf. Letourneau ,

Past President of the Canadian Cultural Society of the Deaf, identifies that the Deaf

community provides a "refuge

fiom the curiosity, ridicule, and awkward

communication which the deaf face among the hearing". (p.3). She M e r defines
that inclusion in the community provides a sense of "wholeness and belonging" for the
deaf person that they do not find in the hearing world.

Cultural A s ~ e c t sof the Deaf

"You never really understand a person until you consider
things from his point of view, until you climb into his skin
and walk around in it." (Lee 1960 cited in Gibson, 1997).
1 reviewed many sources for the completion of this thesis report. particularly as

it relates to a consistent definition of the Deaf culture. Unfortunately, there appears to
be no single or accepted definition of what constitutes -'Deafculture".

Carol Padden (1 980, p. 4) defines Deaf culture as:
"a set of leamed behaviors of a group of deaf people who
have their own language (ASL), values, rules of behavior
and traditions".

Specifically, Padden defines five components of Deaf culture: language (ASL).
s h e d values, history and traditions, rules of behavior and identity. The fint aspect of
Deaf Culture is Amencan sign Language (ASL). This is felt to be the unifiing factor
among the deaf people as it was developed by the Deaf people for the Deaf people. It
is the feature which is held sacred within the Deaf community, because it is the one

factor the Deaf community has which can not be manipulated, or destroyed by the
majority hearing society.

The second aspect of Deaf culture is the value the

community places on residential schools, Deaf clubs. deaf children, and the
significance of the eyes and hands, the windows of a Deaf persons' world. The third
component of Deaf Culture is the established set of rules of social interaction. These
refer to the behavion of getting someone's attention, the significance of eye contact.
and the importance of maintaining contact with others in the deaf community. The
last feature is that of identity. This identity ailows the deaf person to take pide in
their uniqueness as a community member.

For the Deafperson who is not able to communicate through the verbal channels
of communication. so much of the world is indecipherable. so much information is
inaccessible.

This makes contact with other deaf people crucial. not only for

information, but to rneet the social, emotional and communication needs. They rnust,
therefore, be accommodated in their communication needs to allow them to participate

in the general world, and in the case of this research, in the artificial environment of a
correctional facility.

Chapter 3

Litemture Review

Disabling Barriers
The deaf are defined by Carol Germaine ( 1991) as "disempowered by language".
Beazley and Moore ( 1995) believe that neither hearing impairment. nor the inability to
communicate through speech are the central problems facing deaf children and their
families. They believe that "disabling barriers and oppressive environments" are.
These barriers and environrnents are identified as undermining the child's chances of
leading an ordinary and fulfilling life by destroying their self esteem and sense of
accomplishment. Strong and Shaver (199 1, p. 252) agree that "negative attitudes
adversely affect their opportunities and self concept".

Lane (1 992) describes the two rnodels of deafhess, the "cultural" model of
deafhess, and the "infirmity" model.

The cultural model views deaf people as

"whole", but culturally different from the hearing society. Culturally Deaf people are
recognized for their visual language, their deaf identity, their deaf heritage, and their
cultural

with a sign-language-using community. The "infirmity" or medical

model however, views the deaf person in terms of their deficit, they are defined as
broken, in need of assistance, or needing parts to become whole.

The issues of

significance in the infimiity mode1 are largely negative: questions are asked and

answered about the cause of the inti~rmity,the nsks and benefits of treatrnent. and
suggestions are made as to how best to minimize the effects of the infirmity.

Many deaf children are raised with hearing family members who often adhere to
the medicai model of d e h e s s . They are ofien raised to believe that there are things
about them physically that are negative or evil. They are also often encouraged to
emulate hearing children.

in adulthood. many of these children raised under the

infiirmity umbrella gravitate iowards the Deaf community and people who embrace
and live their lives under the culhual model of deafness where repairs can begin to be
made to their damaged self-images. Those members of the Deaf cornrnunity advocate
the Cultural model of deafness.

Institutionai Bamers

Dahl describes the "hard, bare. echoic surfaces" of the pnson environment, the
requirement to communicate through metal bars and other barriers, and the inmate
code of personal space as barriers against rehabilitation for the deaf offender. As has
been noted, the language of the deaf is an expressive one. It is also one which
charactenstically involves touching: to get attention, handshaking to extend goodbyes. and to engage the peson in the conversation. Touching is, however, considered

a violation of personal space within the confines of a correctional facility. If touching
is initiated without permission, physical violence could occur. For a person who
communicates in the visual field, the ignorance of another person of the cultural

differences in conversationai behavior could intemipt the social and communication
process. and alienate the deaf person from establishing any social relationship within
the institution. Vlug (1992), Dahl (1995), and Tucker (1988) also agree that the
oppressive environments of correctional facilities are destructive to the emotional and
rehabilitative efforts of the deaf offender.

Tucker (1988) supports the notion that the deaf offender suffen a more harsh
experience with incarceration than does their hearing counterpart. She defines the
conditions of confinement

in a correctional facility by deaf offenders as

"unconscionably disproportionate and discriminatory" (p.59).

She M e r equates

incarceration for those deaf offenden who are serving a sentence without the easy
access and availability of qualified sign language interpretation to a term of solitary
confinement "devoid of al1 social and emotional interaction, and of any prospect for
participation in the rehabilitative process7'.

The conditions of the institutions are felt to be more harsh because they do not
provide any social or emotional stimulation. Further, the deaf are found to be deprived
of appropriate medical care as interpreters are not often made available for either
emergency medical appointments, or hearing tests. eye tests, or disciplinary
interviews. Tucker also describes how one deaf inmate had food stolen without
intervention, de& inmates have been "beaten up, jurnped fiom behind and attacked ...

teased and tormented, and...are unable to establish even one on-going non-threatening
relationship within the facility" (p. 9).

Stykes (1 994), and Dahl ( 1 995) have found that the Iack of assistive devices and
institutional services further disabie a deaf inmate. Assistive devices such as access to
a telephone via a teletype phones (TTY's), television sets with decoders, hearing aids
or amplification phones. or alerting devices such as flashing emergency lights are not
felt to be luxuries but necessities for the deaf offender who relies on visuai aids to
cope and adapt to a world without sound cues. Without these simple devices, the deaf
offender can not participate in the institutional or court process on a basis equal to his
or her hearing counterpart. Further to this is the basic need for alarming devices to
assist the deaf offender in the case of an emergency, or more simply to wake the deaf
person up in the rnoming for work or program attendance. If an inrnate does not
attend to work, school or any scheduled program when let out of their cells in the
moming, they could be charged by a correctional officer. If a person is deaf, and
cannot hear the verbal cal1 fiom the correctional officer at the barrier to the ce11 range,
such may be irreievant, and the inmate also charged regardless of the reason for the
missed call.

Leigh et al (1989) conducted comparative research into the prevalence of
depressive symptoms among deaf and hearing college students. While those that

attend college may not be the ones that also or at some point commit crimes
warranting incarceration, the data as relative to deaf adults is significant.

The fmdings of the study revealed that mild depressive symptoms were more
prevalent in the deaf than the hearing student. In fact, more that 50 % of the 5 1 male
and 5 1 fernale students at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID), al1
raised with hearing parents and al1 congenitdly deaf were ciassified as mildly
depressed. Both groups did identi@ higher matemal overprotection and perception of
lower matemal care as being directly associated with the depressive symptoms. The
same was not found to be tme for severe depression.

The authors of the study argued that the results suppon the need for appropnate
matemal support in molding the affect adaptability of young deafadults. If deaf adults
in college are identified as having a higher prevalence of depressive symptoms, it may
be logical that those deaf adults who involve themselves with the law dso have a
higher rate of depressive symptoms.

If so, this would reinforce the need for

appropnate and culturally sensitive mental health assessments, and mental health
services to address coping strategies upon release into the community. This is clearly

an area that requires M e r investigation in the future.

Dismantling Barriers
Bonnie Tucker (1988). Nichols (1994), Lane (1995) and Shaver (1991) al1
discuss ways to dismantle the barriers facing the deaf offender. Nichols believes that
the type of experiences a -disabled" person faces while incarcerated is largely
dependent on the attitude of the staff at the institution. She suggest that the best way
to improve the treatrnent of the disabled is to increase awareness of the cultural and
linguistic needs of this minority population through accurate and comprehensive staff
training. She M e r defines two methods to provide this training: by hiring staff that
are culturally sensitive. and by providing sensitivity training to al1 existing staff. She

highiights the significance of providing staff training that meets the unique needs of
adult leamers, is experientiai, and incorporates deaf presenters as an integral
component of the training. She also notes that exposure to the deaf population could
be encouraged by providing staffs involvement with deaf persons on joint projects.

Strong and Shaver ( 199 1) believe that the negative attitudes towards those with a
hearing impairment advenely affect their self-concept and their opportunities. They
too. support the staff training value of "vicarious experience" to provide experience
with both the "functional and psychological effects of being deaf' (p. 225). They
suggest that if a hearing person is provided the opportunity to experience "deafhes~'~
they wili gain a greater understanding of and appreciation for the barriers the deaf
experience daily, which in tum will lead to more positive attitudes towards the deaf.

Shein, (as cited in Strong and Shaver 199l), adrninistered several scales in his
research to assess attitudes towards deafness.

He applied Cohens "Attitude to

Deafhess" scale (1967) and the Yhowledge of Deahess" scale. The results identified
that a single expenence with a deaf adult did not modiG negative attitudes towards the
deaf person. While no single *'attitude modification approach" was deemed the most
effective in altering attitude. one approach -contact through mainstreaming was
deemed effective. This involved the deaf as a minority working with the hearing
person towards a collective goal. Only in this case did any change to sensitivity to
deaf culture and the deaf individual occur.

There are varying opinions as to the need to "equalize" the expenence of
incarceration for the de& offender.

Some advocates of "deaf nghts" argue that

convicted deaf offenders should have their sentences shortened as compared to the
hearing offender because "deaf prisoners actually pay their price (a) hundred fold
(Tucker, 1988, p. 14). A professional referred to, though not named by Tucker, argues
that the sentence should not in fact differ fiom the hearing offenders because of the
short and long term implications of doing s a The lawyer makes reference to the fact

that al1 offenders, hearing or de&, should be held equally accountable for their
actions. There is also concem in the Iiterature that deaf offenders may suffer M e r
ostracism by their hearing counterparts if their sentence is reduced only because of
their communication disability.

Henry Vlug (1 992). the fint Deaf lawyer called to the bar in Canada, suggests a
variety of ways to normalize the period of incarceration for the deaf offender. His
fhdamentai suggestion is to provide sign Ianguage interpretation during ail relevant
program, communication or social interactions. While this may appear to be cost
prohibitive. it would nonetheless provide a forum whereby the deaf offenders are able
to participate in ail aspects of the institutionai setting, not only those as selected by the
case managers, who may have little expenence with or knowledge of deaf culture.

One factor which has been linked to a reduction in recidivism following release
into the community, is involvement in post-secondary education while incarcerated.

.

One such study which confïrms this was documented in the January 1998 Vol. 10
Number 1 edition of the F o m on Corrections Research document.

The North

Carolina Department of Corrections engaged in a study to assess the impact of a
higher level of education on recidivism. Specificaily, 60 inmates who had eamed a
baccaiaureate degree while incarcerated were tracked after release to assess their
reintegration and recidivism rates. The 60 offenders were compared with inmates who
had not pursued an education while incarcerated.

The results fiom this study were pooled with results fiom other U.S. States. The
results were consistent

-

"high quaiity education is the least expensive mode1 of

recidivism reduction" (p. 35).

The authors of this study recognize that not al1

offenders are interested in or motivated to participate in an educational program while

incarcerated. In fact some may not be interested in participating in any program while
incarcerated. They also acknowledge that the educationai program must be of a
certain caliber to be effective and to assist those offenders motivated in this regard.
"Poorly managed or short sighted programs are found to be "inappropriate" in the
prison classroom and unlikely to contribute to the positive results reported in this
study (p.35).

There is a significant source of information available on the devices available to
make the institutions, or courtrooms a barrier fiee environment for the deaf.
Communication Assistive Devices fa11 into one of three categories: hearing aids, other
communication devices - 3 way teletypewriter telephones or TTY's, close captioning
devices for the television, telephone amplifiers, or alerting devices.

This latter

category includes many features which should be considered necessary and mandatory
to facilitate a coexistence in a hearing world - flashing lights to signai attention to
important sounds (alarm clocks, emergency darms, count time. etc.). Al1 of, or
several of these devices could be installed in the institutions to assist in the normal
daily activities of the inmates and, very simply, for safety reasons.

A Different "Centre7'

Deaf authors Padden and Humphies (1 988) believe that hearing professionais
and deaf consumers each respectively live in difFerent cultures, they have two different

points of view, they have a different ""centre". Harlan Lane (1992) wrote a book on
that very subject, on the distance that separates the two vantage points entitled "The
Mask of Benevolence: Disabling the Deaf Cornrnunity". In a hearing stereotype. says
Lane. the deaf person is believed to be lacking their hearing. It is assumed however.
by the hearing world, that the Deaf live in silence, completely void of al1 sound.

Further, the assumption is made that "silence is emptiness". Higgins (1980) identiQ
members of the deaf world, like d l subcultures, as living outside the larger society. in
this case the hearing society. They define the deaf as being excluded From this larger

society. They feel that the deaf are isolated, discrirninated against and separate from

the hearing world. But that is a "hearing" opinion, a hearing "centre". To the extent
the Deaf voluntarily form a deaf World. they feel included, cohesive. protected and
safe with those of the same traditions. n o m s and values. (Smith et al. 1988). Very
simply, deafhess is not considered a disability within the deaf world. On the contrary,
it is defined as the quality that unites deaf people. At the heart of this language is its'
language, ASL.

This language embodies the thoughts, experiences, traditions and

values shared by the comrnunity.

Chapter 4

Research Methods and Parameters

Research Design
This present study is guided by the principles of qualitative research. The
purpose is to attempt to gain an understanding of the nature of persona1 experiences
the deaf offender has who has experienced any aspect of the hearing criminal justice
system. be it arrest, the court system or even incarceration.

Strauss and Corbin (1990, p.17) define qualitative research as "any kind of
research that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or
other means of quantification".

Further, it defines that qualitative research is that

which is conducted on peoples "lives, stories, behavior, but also about organizationai
fùnctioning, social movements and interactional relationships" (p.17). Tutty et ai
(1996) M e r identifies that the primary function of this type of research is to

"understand"

- to understand

what the nature of the experiences are in the population

being studied.

I made a conscious decision to utilize the qualitative interview format.
Researchers engaged in qualitative research have available to them a wide variety of
data collection options. The most cornmon rnethods of data collection are through

interviews and observations. Other rnethods include a review of existing documents.
videotapes, or any other data collected for other purposes.

A qualitative researcher needs to see events holistically and individually. Tuny

(1996). They need to "understand and develop empathy for the respondents-' (p.5).
Not only do the facts need to be documented, but, so too does the mood of the
interview. One needs also to observe the social processes occurring, and the explicit

and tacit aspects of culture, ail without irnposing any outsider opinions. analysis or
direction.

This style of research was also chosen because of its' subjective, humanistic
focus. It does not delegate people and their emotions or needs to numbers. but rather it
allows for the subjective collection of real-life experiences and anecdotes through
words and feelings as opposed to simple nurnbers.

1 chose to employ a semi-stmctured interview format. 1 established a series of
19 questions which were to serve as a guide for each interview. They were not firmly

entrenched in the interview, but again served as a general guide to the flow of the

In the case of interviews with deaf offenders 1 needed to be conscious of and
respecthl of the cultural differences in conversational behavior. There is a formal

etiquette when engaging in a conversation. and when terminating the contact. There is
a cultural difference in the significance of and reading of facial expressions. and nonverbal Ianguage. There are specific rules as related to hm-taking behavior and the
necessity of eye-contact. 1 needed to be conscious of and respecthl of these cultural
and behaviod factors and incorporate them into rny research design.

Access To the Communitv/Trust
The culturally Deaf are inside members of the Deaf cornmunity. To thern. the
hearing are outsiders. It has been well referenced in the literature that members of the

Deaf community are charactenstically mistrusting of the hearing community at large.
(Lane. 1992; Benvenieu, 1986; Padden and Humphries. 1988). Histoncally, hearing
people have categorically defined the deaf as incompetent, and incapable of
independent govenunent or even of independent thought. (Carbin, 1996: Gailaudet
News. 1988). The deaf have consequently developed a defensiveness and suspicion of
the intentions of hearing people. They are generally less willing to cooperate with a
hearing person unless the motives or purpose of their contact is clear. Being the
younger sister of a deaf member of the Deaf community, and a Parole Officer has
allowed me access to those members of the deaf community who have been
incarcerated or involved with the law.

First, while growing up with my brother, 1 met several of his fiends and
acquaintances. Though not able to comrnunicate directly in sign language at that time.
my efforts to learn and become more proficient in the language has allowed me to
bndge the communication gap and establish rapport with more members of the
comrnunity. Hence when 1 began expressing my intention to conduct research within
the deaf cornmunity 1 was not a total outsider.

Higgins (1980. p. 185) believes that "developing and maintaining trust with the
people whom one is trying to understand" is a "crucial" issue.

He confimis the

comrnents noted above, and too believes the feelings of oppression remain strong

within the Deaf cornmunity and provide a protective bmier against any M e r
oppression. He makes reference to the fact, as noted above, that the deaf have been
oppressed by the hearing community and are reluctant in many ways to share or trust
members of the hearing community. One example of this relates specifically to their
language. Mernbers of the deaf community often oppose efforts to teach the heming
community al1 the aspects of their language, as signing is used as a "boundarymaintaining device" (p. 103). My ability to cornmunicate through sign language, and
my connection with the deaf community through my brother allowed me to gain trust
beyond what may have occurred without this combination of factors.

Recruitment
1 made attempts to locate potentid respondents/informants for this study in a

variety of ways.

First. 1 spoke with the Executive Director of the Independent

Interpreter Referral Service to obtain her comments on how best to advertise my study.
She made several suggestions. ail of which 1 felt were logical and which 1 chose to
follow. 1 then placed an ad in the April edition of the Winnipeg Community Centre
for t!!e Deaf Newsletter stating my research intentions. and the goals of this study. 1
did receive one respondent £iom there who was of great assistance in making M e r
suggestions for advertising, a volunteer with the Manitoba League of Penons with
Disabilities. 1 also spoke with the staff at the SMDI Deaf Prograrn to obtain their
comments and suggestions. 1 participated in a case conference with the staff at the

SMDI office. That meeting occurred May 14, 1998 and was particularly helpful in
terms of identifiing M e r community contacts, and providing suggestion for ways to
dismantle the existing barriers for the de&. 1 also spoke with a clergy person from the
Calvary Temple for the De& in Winnipeg. He provided insights and comments on

many areas, particularly as they relate to the spiritual needs of deaf offenders.

My final community contacts were with representatives fiom the Deaf Centre
Manitoba. Both sources offered assistance in t e m s of accessibility to the DCM
library, and authorized my posting of my research intent letter within the building
itself.

1 also spoke with Mr. Dave Mills. the Warden of Stony Mountain Institution, a

federal medium security institution just outside of Winnipeg to seek his approval to
interview two deaf offenders in his institution. Findly, 1 spoke with Mr. Jim Wolfe,
Director of Adult Corrections for the Province of Manitoba. Both gave irnmediate
approval for me to interview any deaf inmate in their respective institutions. This
provided me with 4 separate respondents, al1 of whom were an invaluable source of
information for this exploratory study.

1 did c h i @ in al1 advertising or discussions of my research that participants

would be required to maintain the following characteristics: (1) They must be 18 years

of age or older and dealt with in the courts as an adult (2) They must be deaf or hard
of hearing AND must cornmunicate through sign language as their pnmary language.

Methodolow
This study utilized 19 guided survey questions divided into 4 sections:
demographic information, needs, identification of barriers and suggestions for change.

PART 1

Basic Demographic Information: to Provide Clarification on the Personal
Data of the Respondent.

Q.

1.

How do you describe yourself - are you culturally Deaf, deaf. oral

deaf or hard of hearing?

What is your first language?
Do you use any other form of communication?
Are you involved in any activities within the Deaf community

-

sports, dmma. Winnipeg Comrnunity Centre for the Deaf
(WCCD), or Deaf Centre Manitoba (DCM)?
Are you married? How long? Any children?
Is any other member of your family deaf7Deaf or hard of hearing?
How do you communicate with your family members or fnends?

(I'm interviewing you in a federai institution) Can you tell me
what your present charge(s) islare? Your sentence? When did
yow sentence start?

9.

What unit are you on in the institution? Why are you there?

1o.

Is this your first time in jail? If not, when was the first/last time?

II.

How do/did you communicate with the staff and inmates while in
jail?

PART II

The Needs Questions:

To explore the primary criminogenic factors

related to the offending behavior
Q. 12.
13.

Can you tell me how jail has been for you so far?
What are you doing in jail now
nothing?

-

work, school, programs,

Are you or did you attend any programs? Any scheduled? Do

you think you need to attend any? What kind?

PART III

Identification of Barriers:

Q . 15.
16.

Have you had any problems in jail? What kind?

Do you feel any of the problems have been related to the fact that
you are Deaf and speak sign language?

PART IV
Q . 17.

Suggestions for Change
Do you think any changes need to be made to the jail system to
make in better for the Deaf in jail?

What kind of changes are needed?
Any other suggestions for changes to the system?

Interview Format:
As noted above, 1 employed a semi-stnictured interview format. 1 conducted an

inhoductory interview with al1 but one respondent prior to the actual research
interview. During this interview 1 asked if they wished to have any specific interpreter
present for their interviews.

Three respondents advised that they would only

participate with one of three pre-selected interpreters, the others were not particular.
Each respondent who requested a particular interpreter was accommodated.

The formal interviews were either one or two hours in length. When 1 initially
contacted the IIRS. 1 was advised that interpreters could only be booked for single
hour time slots, no portion or hdf hours were available for scheduling reasons. 1
consequently could offer only single or double hour slots. Two respondents felt one

hour would be suffkient to meet their needs, two requested two hours. and two were
non-comrnittal. Again. each person's request for time was accommodated. As has
been identified, the interview format was basically semi-structured and open-ended
within the limitations of the time allotted. Al1 atternpts were made to facilitate a
cornfortable interview environment.

Respondents were encouraged to answer al1

questions with any degree of detail with an attempt to minimal direction fiom the
interviewer.

Location of the interviews:
Two interviews were conducted in Stony Mountain Institution, and one at the
Milner Ridge Correction Centre.

One introductory interview was held at the

Headingley Provincial Correctional Institute, although the forma1 interview occurred
later in the person's home, as did two others. The three participants who were not
incarcerated were given the oppominity to chose the location of the interview to
provide them with a sense of control in the research process. Again, al1 requests were
accommodated.

Consent to participate
Each respondent was advised of the intent and goal of this study. Each person
received a copy of a consent form. which was translated to them through the sign
Ianguage interpreter. Al1 signed the f o m indicating their willingness to participate.
and authorizing the release of the information gathered in this study. (See Appendix

B).

Respondents were advised that al1 attempts would be made to protect their

identifi from being revealed, though it was not guaranteed given the small size of the
Winnipeg Deaf comrnunity. Ali handwritten notes were kept confidentid in the hands
of this writer.

No identiQing names were revealed at any time in the written

documentation. and will not be recorded here. Ali respondents were advised that al1
handwritten notes and audio tapes would be destroyed after publication of this thesis.

Chapter 5
Characteristics of the Respondents

In this chapter the general charactenstics of the 6 respondents will be
highlighted with the aim of providing a more comprehensive picture of who the
collective respondents are.

Charactenstics of the Respondents
1 interviewed 6 adult individuals for this research. Al1 of the 6 respondents were

male. As noted above, this was not a conscious attempt to exclude women. but rather
was the result of that population who responded to rny advertisement for participants,

or whom were currently incarcerated in a federal of provincial institution and readily
available to this writer for an interview.

The participants were adult males ranging in age fiom mid-20's to mid-40's.
Four of the men were congenitally deaf, and wo bom hard of hearing. One of this

latter group lost the remainder of his residual hearing later in life as an adult. Exactly
one half of the men were raised by their natural parents, one haif by foster or adoptive
parents,

One respondent is involved in a current comrnon/'law relationship; two are
separated (one from a legal marriage, one from a common-law union), two are singlenever married, and one is divorced.

Five of the men have fathered children, now of varying ages. Oniy one plans to
resume a full time parenting role when so available in the cornmuniy. though 3 others
will also continue to maintain an active role in parenting

.

Of the respondents. one has never been convicted of any cnminal offense. His
involvement with the police was limited to questioning as a result of erratic driving.
Three of the respondents were convicted of sexual assaults, dl against children: one
for property related offenses; and one for Armed Robbery. Four of the total were
incarcerated at the time of the interview or had been recently incarcerated. Two of the
total have been incarcerated on more than one occasion. Two were incarcerated in a
federal correctional facility, two in provincial gaols.

Again. two were in the

community at the tirne of the interview.

Two of the four respondents with institutionai experience were involved in
educationd upgrading. None had been placed in any programming to address their
target domains or prirnary criminogenic factors.

In three of the cases. this was

repeatedly requested by the respondent, although none of their requests were
accomrnodated. In one case the institution refùsed to h d the cost of the interpreter to
facilitate the respondents' participation in the program. The incarcerated offender was
given the option to contact the interpreter or interpreter service himself, and then fund

the cost.

Two of the men have never been gainfully employed. resulting either fiom a
secondary physical disability, or from low education and Iow motivation to support
himself beyond welfare. Four have been previously employed, two in a longer term or
trade/professional capacity.

Al1 respondents identified Yack of effective communication'' as the most
significant barrier they faced during their involvernent with any and al1 aspects of the
criminal justice system.

Only one respondent felt the institutionai staff was respectful of his cultural and
communication needs. He described both staff and inmates as presenting a sincere
motivation to l e m some basic sign language skills to facilitate even basic
communication with him.

The second barrier cited was the resistance, if not refusal, to provide qualified
interpreter services as requested. One person described waiting weeks, in fact months,
before his request to participate in a personal development prograrn was even
recognized. When he did receive a response regarding his request, he was fiequently
told that his requests could not be accommodated because the institution did not have
the f h d s to accommodate such a request, or he was told that the staff person merely
"forgot" to follow up on his request. This same inmate was apparently instmcted to
contact the interpreter himself and book an appointment "himself'. It is mie that if a

hearing person books an interpreter they must pay the Full fee of $34.24 hour. although

a deaf person receives the service for fiee. Irrespective of cost, however. this inmate
did not feel he should be held responsible for coordinating an interpreter. He felt the

responsibility should lie completely with the staff to coordinate the interpreter. as they
could coordinate the interpreter at the time and location most convenient for the
institution.

Findly, the general lack of knowledge of Deaf culture or awareness on the part
of the staff was felt to be the third rnost significant barrier facing the respondents in
this study.

Chapter 6
Community Findings

Comments fiom cornmunitv resources
1 participated in a meeting with the staff of the Society for Manitobans with
Disabilities Inc. on May 14.1998 to solicit their feedback on the intent of my research
and solicit cornments on suggested topics of inclusion in this paper. In bnef al1 stafT
present felt there was a great need in the Deaf community for this type of research.

Staff noted that their opinions are that institutional staff appeared resistant to
booking interpreters both in the federal and provincial institutional settings. They also
comrnented that there appeared to be reluctance to develop or maintain any joint
policy as it relates to the reintegration or these offenders back into the deaf community
upon release. They suggested that perhaps the federal institution could meet with

them and establish a formai policy to facilitate the reintegration of deaf inmates back
into the community.

Comments were made that most programs were not developed with respect for
the learnuig needs of the deaf consumer. Very oflen the programs are provided in an
open group forum which makes sign language interpretation more diflicult, and
comprehension of who is speaking confusing. If there are any assignrnents, and often
n t of
there are some, the assumption is made that the deaf person has a ~ ~ c i egrasp

written English to comprehend the assignment and the abilities to respond in written
English. In most cases neither of these factors or assumptions are accurate.

Also noted was the fact that math studies require not only an aptitude for
nurnben but more importantly a basic understanding of the English language.
Without English. one can not comprehend the problems nor the directions and hence
cannot begin to succeed, especially if no interpreter is provided to facilitate the
comprehension of English.

Suggestions

Severai suggestions were made by the staff at the Society for Manitobans with
Disabilities Inc. Their primary suggestion was to redefine the staff training modules
for both new and existing staff in the correctional facilities to include a general
orientation on deaf history, general cultural awareness. and the dynarnics of sign
language. This could be considered a general cultural awareness cornponent of staff
development.

It was also suggested that a more intensive staff awareness and training seminar

be provided for al1 relevant staff who receive a deaf offender on their range, in their
treatrnent program, or on the job placement. It was the expenences of the staff present
that in many cases the prejudice towards the deaf person arises fiom a general lack of

awareness or sensitivity to the needs of the deaf as opposed to a vicious or malicious
disrespect for the deaf person per se. If a general awareness training seminar or
seminars could be provided it would increase the sensitivity to the subject and reduce
the stigmatism of the needs of the deaf.

The SMDI offered to provide both general and/or specific staff awareness
training by their own trained and experienced Deaf staff members. The SMDI felt it
was more appropriate to engage a Deaf person as facilitator, with a qualified voice

interpreter as suggested by Nichols in her article. A deaf facilitator could speak from
experience about the baniers they have faced while doing so in a non-judgmental
fashion.

A Winnipeg clergy shared his opinions regarding the needs of the deaf

incarcerated offender. He believes that the offender's social, emotional and spiritual
needs d l should be accomrnodated in a respecthl manner. He believes that a deaf
pastor should be ailowed access to the institution as needed if there is a deaf offender
requesting such. He discussed that he be given the sarne level of respect as hearing
pastors, or clergy men. He felt some resistance to be given the space or time to
conduct a sermon in ASL.

Findinas fiom Informai Survey
1 was unable to Iocate any reliable statistics within the CSC to veri@ the nurnber

of deaf offenders either presently or formally incarcerated. 1 made nurnerous phone
calls to the Regional and National headquarters of the CSC inquiring on available
statistics relative to disabled or special needs offenders. None of the phone calls
placed were successfd however, in that none of the sources were aware of any studies
conducted within the CSC generating this type of information. 1 was eventually able
to uncover a May 1994 copy of the CSC publication FORUM on Correctional
Research Vol. 6, Nurnber 2. This issue was in fact titled "Special Needs Offenders".

One research article in this collective did assess disability rates for institution by
security level. It identified that there were 2 inmates with a "hearing disability" in the
maximum security institutions, 4 in a medium, and 1 in a minimum level security
institution in the research year 199 1. It does not, however, specim the nature or level
of hearing "'disability", or the mode of communication associated with this
"disability".

The data contained in that research are not useful for the purposes of this study.
Of significance, however, is the fact that one author of the Research and Statistics
Branch of the CSC recognized that the examination of disability among groups
including federal offenders has "received little attention."

The author M e r

recognizes that the practice of "systematically identifying staff and offender needs for
specialized services is clearly warranted." (p. 6).

As there were not any recent or relevant CSC statistics available in the area of
this study's domain, I undertook to conduct an informal survey into the number of
deaf offenders presently or fomally incarcerated in a randomly selected number of
federal institutions across three regions of the CSC. Specifically, 1 contacted the
wardens of 20 of the 49 institutions, including Community Correctional Centres across
Canada. Al1 levels were represented, including the facilities for women.

1 made the decision to choose 20 separate institutions under the jurisdiction of
the CSC. 1 chose institutions in the Prairie region because of the proximity to the
Winnipeg Deaf community, and institutions in the Ontario and Atlantic Regions for
variety. This exercise was approved by the Acting District Director of the Winnipeg

Parole Office, Mr. Robert Tropak prior to commencement as he felt the data could
provide valuable insight into the demographics of deaf offenders within the service,
and provide data related to the needs of this population.

To begin the survey, 1 telephoned several of the institutions first listed in our
National Directory. The purpose of my preliminary telephone contact was to confirm
the Warden's narne and facsimile number.

I then faxed the 20 Wardens my

introductory letter on either April 15 or 27,1998. These dates were not chosen for any
reason beyond the fact that they fit into rny schedule. (See Appendix C.)

Of the 20 institutions contacted, 10 responded to my correspondence.

The introductory letter referred to above, and included in Appendix

"

C

"

was

sent to 8 of the 13 institutions in the Prairie Region, 5 of whom responded. The
information fiom these respondents is supplemented by information as relevant to
Stony Mountain Institution. the primary site of respondent interviews for this study.
The letter was also sent to 8 institutions in the Atlantic Region, 4 of whom responded.

and to 8 of 16 institutions in the Ontario Region, 3 of whom responded.

Specifically, 1 asked to receive feedback fiom any institutional parole oficer
who had "direct experience with a deaf offender whose native language is sign
language." Only 6 of the 10 institutions that responded recailed ever having, or having
had a profoundly deaf offender who comrnunicated through sign language in their
institution.

The preferred communication mode most consistently found amongst these
offenders was sign language.

Speech reading and writing were used to facilitate

communication with case management staff who had no knowiedge of signed
communication.

There were several bamers identified by the staff'who responded to my survey.
The rnost significant comments came fiom a case management oficer, himself fluent
in sign language who stated, "The offender was lost in the shuffle". He was identified
as a --very difficult challenge" for al1 sm

(Comrnents provided during follow up

telephone contact.). There were many "challenges" described. First, as this man was

the only deaf offender incarcerated at the time, and no staff beyond him were familiar

with signed communication, he was socially isolated.

Some inmates and staff

attempted to communicate through writing, though this was a lengthy and
curnbersome process. Both staff and inmates quickly lost patience and that form of
communication was abandoned. A second staff person identified that although he and
the deaf inmate w o t e "volumes" back and forth, as ASL is a visual language the
nuances of the communication was lost.

This same inrnate was found to be unsuitable for participation in any relevant
programrning because of his inability to comrnunicate in the first language of the
institution, spoken English. Then, as this inmate had not addressed his criminogenic
needs, he was found to be an unsuitable candidate for conditional release. One final
concem was that there were not sufficient resources in the community to meet his
communication needs so a release plan could not be established. It was the opinion of

this officer that this inmate served a greater portion of his sentence in the institution

than the average inmate because of his communication disability..

Ali deaf offenders in this informal study were felt to have several criminogenic
factors which contributed to their respective criminality. Although these offenders
would have, in the opinion of the case management oficer, benefited from
intervention programs in the areas of substance abuse. sex offender counseling, anger
management or in the development of more appropriate coping skills. an
environmental barrier experienced by al1 but one offender was the lack of available.
culturally sensitive programming.

At the Regional Psychiatric Centre

-

Prairies.

(RPC) the deaf offender there was involved in the intensive treatment program
available. It was the opinion of the Social Worker involved in the case however. that
the large group, cognitive behavioral approach was not appropriate for this offender
given his unique communication and leaming needs. Although this offender did.
technically. complete the Clearwater Sex Offender treatment program, the social
worker noted he was unable to demonstrate his comprehension of many of the
concepts inherent in this intensive treatment program. The offender was consequently
unable to gain a hl1 appreciation of the extent of his crime cycle. and, according to the
same social worker, was unable to establish an accurate and comprehensive relapse
prevention plan.

This latter point is of paramount significance when one examines the nature of
the offenses for which the deaf offenders have or are presently incarcerated. Of the 6
offenders, four of them are incarcerated for sexual offenses

- three of these offenders

are incarcerated for sexual offenses against children. This statinic appean alarming

when compared to the number of deaf offenders presently or even formally
incarcerated in a federal institution. Add to this statistic the fact that one of the two
provincial deaf offenders was also servhg a gaol term for a sexual offense against an 8
year old female. This statistic suggests the crucial significance of providing supenor
and accurate intake assessrnent services to this population and to the need for
providing long term sex offender treatment in a manner which is linguistically and
culturally sensitive to this particular minority population, and includes as an inherent
component of the prograrn, the availability of qualifieci sign language interpretation.

The most consistently identified environmental barrier identified by the case
management staff in this survey relates to the admitted lack of readily available sign
language interpreters to facilitate communication readily and effectively. At the RPC,
a sign language interpreter was provided at a frequency of approximately every three
days. A second institution provided interpretation at a consistent, though infrequent
basis of once every thirty days, seemingly regardless of need. The case management
officer felt this was inadequate, and could not begin to meet the communication needs
of this deaf offender. This deficiency of interpreters forced the staff and inmates to
use an alternative form of communication - pen and paper. As identified, this inmate
had to comrnunicate through written English. As a result of his fiequent office visits

with staff to communicate, other inrnates becarne suspicious of the time he was

spending with staff and his life was threatened. He was forced into protective custody
and had to remain there to serve his sentence.

A second environmental barrier identified during this survey was the lack of a

cornmunication assistive device, specifically a TTY. for the offenders to maintain
contact with Ioved ones, farnily members, or even lawyers. Only one institution
provided a fùlly functional TTY or "teletypewriter" machine which works with the
regular telephone to allow telephone access to either hearing or deaf comrnunity. One
institution had a TTY available though it was usually non-functional and in an area not
readily or easily accessible. Two offenders were allowed the pnvilege of bringing
their own TTY machines into the institution. While this may be preferable to having
no access to an institutional machine it appears that there was a delay in having the
machine repaired as there was a discrepancy over who should fund the cost. It is
unclear whether or not the inmate was then required to pay the repair bill, though what
is clear is that there appears to have been a lack of communication over the
significance of having the machine repaired. The inmate claims he advised the Parole
Onicer

-

Institution weeks before the actuai repair of the darnaged nature of the

machine. The PO1 claims the request was never made in writing. Perhaps this is a
perfect exarnple of the distinct communication and cultural needs of the deaf offender.

Although unable to speak, the deaf offender has the sarne emotional needs of the
hearing inmate, the same need for companionship, and the sarne need for maintenance

of family, and intirnate ties. One Parole Oficer - Institution advised that the Iack of a

TTY resulted in severed ties between the inmate and his family. There was a large
geographical area separating this inmate fiom his family and they were unable to visit
him in the institution. As they were also unable to communicate over the TTY. there
was no means by which they could maintain the relationship. It apparently resulted in
permanently severed ties.

A final comment made by the staff person fluent in sign language related to a

lack of recognition of the specidized nature of his skills. As ASL is not an officia1
language in Canada, his skills were not recognized and he did not receive bilingual pay
for these skills.

Chapter 7

Analysis and Discussion of Findings

Introduction
Al1 of the deaf or deafened respondents interviewed expenenced problems
resulting fiom their inability to hear and communicate in spoken language. Barriers
were identified in al1 three primary aspects of the Canadian Criminal justice system,
during the arrest process with policing authorities, during the court process. and
particularly while incarcerated in either a federal or provincial institution. This study
clearly confirms that several of the respondents experienced similar bamers during
separate stages of their involvement with the criminal justice system.

As a point of clarification. 1 have found that any written text which includes

signed communication. generaily capitalizes specific signs that are used within the
text. 1 will follow this format in this document. If a respondent uses a single sign to
convey his point, that sign will be capitalized. Other words may be included in the
quote to clariQ the meaning and context.

The respondents identified both environmentai and attitudinal barriers in their
day to day regime, and in regards to their lack of accessibility to programs developed
for their rehabilitation, including work assignments, personal development programs,
and educational programs.

While many of the rehabilitative programs within the

institution are based on the premise of improving or gaining coping skills, contlict

resotution skills, or relapse prevention skills, the very skills most of these offenders
would benefit from to assist in their reintegration and rehabilitation. they were
inaccessible b e c a w no interpreters were provided to remove the communication
barrier. Many of the programs are also based on the large group format. a style
counterproductive to the leaming style of the deaf adult.

Several suggestions were forwarded by these respondents to dismantle ihese
oppressive barriers and to allow them equai access to the programs necessary to
address their target domains and increase their suitability for conditional release. Each
of the three identified components of the criminal justice system will be discussed
separately.

Contact with police and/or anest
Each respondent was asked to describe the nature of their contact with the
arresting police pnor to and/or during the arrest process as relevant.

One respondent had in fact never expenenced arrest. He had only penpheral
involvement with police in that they had stopped him for erratic driving, and was
questioned by them. He was not however, fomally arrested. His cornments relate
only to this phase of the CJS.

This respondent described the terror of being stopped by local city police in a
"ghost car" (his sign). He noted that he responded to the flashing lights and stopped

his car. As he expected, the police stopped immediately behind him.

He noted

however, that their guns were drawn as they exited their car and approached his. He
recalled frantically trying to gesture to them that he was deaf and could not speak.
They apparently initially assumed him to be "lying". While they eventually withdrew
their weapons. one oficer then leaned forward, cupped his hands of the respondents
ears, and, as the respondent described. he "yelled into my ean".

The respondent found this action to be humiliating and culturally insensitive.
He was most ofiended by this action and adrnittedly angered. He began to demand
that the oficer provide him a pad of paper on which to express himself. This request
was initially ignored. Though it was accomrnodated, the delay in doing so concemed
the respondent.

He then explained in writing that he was unable to c o r n m i c a t e

verbally. The oficers appeared to acknowledge some appreciation for the respondent

though then demonstrated M e r cultural ignorance by refusing to allow the
respondent to keep the handwritten notes they had shared.

This respondent was quick to offier that police officers do not c a n y audio tape
recorders that allow them to maintain a "voice recording" of their hearing interactions.
He does not believe they should be allowed to maintain the handwritten notes
exchanged with a deaf offender.

This man is expertly fluent in ASL. Even if one did not understand any sign
language prior to engaging in a conversation with this gentleman, the intensity, vigor
and speed with which he shared this incident clearly drarnatized the anger, frustration.
embarrassment, and humiliation he felt as a result of the cultural insensitivity of these
interviewhg police authorities.

Similar incidents of attitudinai barriers were experienced by several other
respondents. One described how the arresting officers forced hirn to comrnunicate in
written English, his second language, then handcuffed him for the car ride to the
station.

To handcuff a deaf person who uses his hands as the articulators of

communication suggests cultural insensitivity, similar in fact to gagging a speaking
person during arrest. Of interest in this case, is that this respondent is of slight build

and was being investigated for property offenses only, not for any act of violence. He
also claimed to have no past record of violence and recalled being cooperative with the
police throughout this entire process.

He consequently was both perplexed and

angered by the actions of police he felt were quite insensitive.

Several respondents described communication barriers during this phase of their
involvement with the CJS. They referred to the fact that qualified interpreters were
often not provided, or unqualified staff were brought in to interpret the highly
technical details of conducting an criminai investigation. One informant described

that an on-duty officer, though not the arresting officer, was brought in to interpret the
interview. This was of particular concem to this offender as the officer was not a
qualified interpreter and consequently would not be bound by the usual interpreter
code of ethics. He saw this as a 'Yole contlict". A hearing person may assume that
any assistance frorn a person who c m cornmunicate in sign language. even though
only elemental. should be appreciated. The concern, however, is that that there is no
guarantee that their comments are being accurately relayed or that their comments will
be kept confidentid.

Several of these incidents were admittedly experienced by a single individual
only. However, collectively. they suggest that policing authonties may need to be
more culturally aware and sensitive to the deaf person and make al1 attempts to
equdize the nature of their interactions in a more appropriate manner.

An interesting, though potentidly coincidentaf, incident occurred during a

telcphone conversation 1 had with the present Police recruit training officer while
conducting this study. After identieing myself and the purpose of my call. 1 asked if
they provided any training in the area of "deaf awareness". The oficer hesitated, then
admitted that yes they did indeed devote a significant component of their training to
this area. Surprked by my response, he asked me to repeat my question. 1 did, to
which he responded,
"Oh, D E N awareness. 1 though you said DEATH
awareness".

He later clarified that they do provide some training in the area of "di~ability"~
though none of it specific to "'deafhess". This suggests that there may be a void in the
police recruit training prograrn which could serve to aileviate some the discrimination

as reported by the respondents in this study.

Court:
There were few concerns raised relative to this component of the CJS. Most
offenders felt their communicative and cultural needs were satisfactorily respected
while in court, with the exception of one informant.

One respondent, not only deafened, but ais0 grossly restricted in his mobility,
expenenced insensitivity with the quality of interpretation provide during the court
process. He clarified that as he was deafened as an adult, he continued to operate in
the hearing world and maintained a "hearing center".

He was, however, unable to

communkate verbally, and was forced to become fluent in a signed version of English,

Sign Exact English (SEE). The interpreter provided however, appeared to make no
attempts to adapt his or her signing style to accommodate the respondent's
communication needs.

This rendered him illiterate in the language of the court

process, which he feels ultimately af5ected the finai outcome of his case.

This

situation demands that interpreters be not o d y quaiified in the nuances of
interpretation but also adaptable in the ability to move between Ianguages.

Incarceration :
As four of the 6 respondents in this study were interviewed while incarcerated or
immediately following Institutional Release Date. the majonty of their feedback will
be specific to dus component of the CJS, the phase of incarceration. The following
opinions and comments are those relative to either the federal institution or provincial
gaol, or to both as will be identified. In bnef, ail offenders experienced some level of
communication and or attitudinai barriers which they feel have intempted and
continue to intempt their fair and equitable participation in the institutional regirne
and the rehabilitation process, and hence reduces their suitability for conditional
release. These comments will be separated into two primary areas: communication
and environrnentai barriers. As well, a third component will provide suggestions by

the respondents as to how best to dismantle these barriers they have identified.

Communication

The most significant environmentai barrier cited during this study was the
apparent resistance to provide sign language interpretation for dl interactions between

a staff member and the deaf inmate. Al1 respondents expressed varying Ievels of

frustration, anger, or annoyance at their communication isolation as caused by staffs
refusal to facilitate interpretation.

One respondent signed his hstration. through the interpreter this way:

"In here, "NOTHING, INTERPRETER-NOTHING,
PHONE - NOTHING, NOTHING,"

Another inmate signed:
"Just because 1 am Deaf they "DISCRIMINATE" against
me".

When one respondent was asked if he felt an interpreter would assist during his
incarceration, he signed:

"Yeah. for school, yeah, more!
"Better than try and write notes, it's a waste of tirne."
(1 need an) "interpreter for school, when 1 see the nurse or
Dr., and to see the case worker."
"1 want to go to AA".

Inrnates also descnbed how they were forced to participate in intake assessment
and case management interviews without the necessary interpretation, rendenng them
hostage to their limited comprehension of written English. One respondent shared that
he was handed the initial intake assessment application and instructed to answer the
questions himself as the staff did not know any sign language and no interpreters were
available at that time. He admitted he made d l attempts to answer the questions to the

best of his limited reading comprehension of written English, though h e is certain
some of his responses are incongruent to the questions asked because of his education
level.

Other respondents descnbed that they blindly signed their names to case
management reports written on them because, again. no attempts were made to
coordinate an interpreter for them during their reading of the report, making the
language of the document indecipherable to many of them. Al1 believe that each case
management report contains severai, if not many statements of error. or false details
because no attempts were made to facilitate the communication process between the
hearing stafT member and the deaf h a t e .

A11 inmates felt communication and comprehension barriers intempted their

ability to fûnction in the daily regime of the institution. One signed: "they PITY-ME".
He felt both the inmates and staff pitied him because of his deafbess. One other
respondent signed:

"This is my third time here. I'm now fed up. I've asked and
asked but they never do it! (put him in the substance abuse
treatment program he adrnits he has needed for several
years. )

One respondent did feel confident that he did not have any dynamic or static risk
factors that required intervention during his incarceration. He indicated that the staff

appeared to agree with his own assessment. Of concern here. however is the fact that
this man is serving a sentence for Sexual Assault, which not only suggests denial on
his part, but potentially ignorance on the side of staff who he says allegedly agreed he
had no program needs.

Al1 respondents felt the resistance to incorporate sign language interpretation
into their case management meetings suggest the attitudinal barriers of staff.

Environmental baniers
Several environmental barriers were identified during this study.

The most

notable environmentai barrier identified is the fact that no attempts have been made to
equalize the conditions under which the deaf persons are confined. Communication
assistive devices such as telephone TTY's were not routinely provided or repaired
promptly if broken. There are no television decoders available on the various units or
ranges to facilitate television watching, even though volume buttons are available to
the hearing inmate. There are also no alarming devices, of any kind, in either thc
federal or provincial institutions. These devices not only facilitate moming wake-up,
but also serve to signal an emergency. Finally, it appears that no concessions are made

in either level of facility to visudly present Inmate Welfare cornmittee or other
institutional announcements, although the hearing inmates have hl1 access to al1 the

verbal discourse and are fiee to accept or reject the information as they choose, not as
others choose for them.

One inmate revealed that he was expected to wake up the other deaf inmate in
the institution because his own interna1 clock woke him up on a consistent and timely
basis in the moniing. He signed

"I have to wake him up because he doesn't have an alarm
clock in here that could wake him up". ( as interpreted by
the voice interpreter).

This inmate did not feel it was appropnate to depend on hirn for this service. He
felt the pressure to ensure his fellow inmate was awake in the moming should not rest
with him. He felt it was irresponsible for the institution not to have vibrating or visual
alarms ôvailable in the institution.

In addition to the fact that equalizing devices are not provided an opposite
concem lies in the fact that much of the existing institutional technology is not
routinely or adequately explained to the deaf inrnate, again placing them at the rnercy
of other inmates to explain some of these features.

Several respondents interviewed for this study relayed incidents of what the
respondents defined as bbdiscrimination7'. One deaf offender approached his case
management officer over severai months to have his hearing aid repaired. Not only

did it not happen. but no valid reason was provided for the delay. A second offender
asked to have his eye glasses repaired as he had broken them. and his eyes checked.
Both of these requests were unanswered for an extrnded penod of time. And again.
not only were they ieft unaddressed. but more significant to the offender was the fact
that again. no explanation was provided for the delay. This offender felt treatment was
ignorant, and unfair. Neither of these two inrnates felt cornfortable addressing the
Parole Oficer - Institution repeatedly, so after several months, of what appeared to be

an unresolvable issue. merely stopped requesting. Both inrnates felt the issues were
hopeless. felt their treatment resulted fiom the inability of the case management staff
to communicate with them directly. and the resistance to facilitate interpretation for

their interviews which would have clarified their needs.

One respondent explained through the interpreter;

"1 can hear loud music. sirens, planes. trac.

1 can hear
loud environmental sounds with my hearing aid. 1 c m hear
footsteps if he wants to jump me. 1 almost become de&
and dumb without my hearing aid. 1 prefer to have my
hearing aid on. 1 can hear if there's footsteps behind me or
if people are talking behind me. 1 mean if someone wants
to jump me or come up behind me or do something, 1 mean,
I would hear them with my hearing aid. That's why 1 use
it. Without it, 1 mean your head is constantly moving to see

what's going on."

When asked if he had raised the issue with the case management oficer, he
signed,
"NO, cuz (sic) if 1 tell her nothing is going to happen, same
as the TTY, so 1'11 just wait."

When asked if would like to have it repaired. he signed,
"Yeah, but who's gonna pay for it, me? At $5.80 day you
can't afford to do much. How you gonna do that?"

This man then aiso described a financial barrier in that he was apparently being
expected to absorb the cost of repainng both his TTY and hearing aid out of his own
bank account. At $5.80 day how could an inmate accomplish such? Or how could an
another inmate be expected to not only book, but cover the cost of an interpreter
himself if he felt formal interpretation was necessary.

It is possible staff did not

instmct these inmates to cover the costs associated with either the repair of personal
equipment or of the interpreter themselves.

But if the inmate interpreted their

comments to be that this only reinforces the need for qualified sign language
interpretation to be present in each and every interview behveen a hearing case
management oficer and deaf inmate.

Yet one other respondent described how one "boss" (correctionai officer) put
down "deaf mute" on his file. The inmate communicated:

"1 looked at that and 1 hated the person for using that term!"

(As voice interpreted by the interpreter).

This inmate admitted he did nothing to change the use of the term however, he
felt powerless, and feared the repercussions from the "security guards" if he addressed
the issue himself. He felt it would be safer and less complicating for him to leave the
term in his file, regardless of the ernotional pain it caused him.

A provincial inmate described a barrier he identified as related to his case

management oficer's resistance to coordinate p r o g r m i n g for him. This inrnate
described his fiutration this way;

"1 don't want to waste my time because 1 don't want to
have big troubles on the street. What 1 want (is) to have
programs very soon and 1 want to apply (for a) TA release
in September October. So 1 feel donTt want to have
programs on the street at treatment programs. 1 want to
have programs here more straight 1 think."

(My caseworker) "tell me don't ask Fred (Unit Manager) or
caseworker to keep asking for programs. She said just give
up because (sic) 1 had been asking over two months,
enough time." (Personai cornrnents shared with me over a
TTY.)

This same inrnate was then asked to check into available treatment programs
himseif. He communicated,

"1 asked her why not phone to SMDI it really easily, and
she often said I forgot to do and have no time. 1 was pretty
mad and later 1 and Betty were argument one evening... 1
told here 1 explain about Deaf comrnunity (sic)
(communicating) (she) had to understand the deaf and she

just said oh."
-nY.)

(Personal comments shared by inrnate on

The frustration felt by these offenders was evident in the manner in which they
cornrnunicated, and the intensity of their signinp. Two other exarnples of the
hstration were shared this way:

"Someone gave note to Say range would be locked down at
specific time and date. Uncertain who gave message. but
then told was 'joke, only joke'."

(1 was) "never assaulted, never threatened, depends on

person. I'm native and most people in here native. part of
majority skin color. If 1 white and deaf discnminate against
me. If assaulted or not maybe deaf persongs fault too if
causing trouble. I try be nice. quiet. If you don? start a
fight. what you dish out is what you get back."

Suggested ways to dismantle these barriers
Several suggestions were fonvarded by the respondents as to how best to
dismantle these noted barriers and provide a more bilingual and bicultural
environment for these deaf offenders. The collection of these will be presented.

The most significant suggestion made was to ensure qualified sign language
interpreters are provided for al1 prison proceedings; job training or school placements,
during al1 counseling sessions, medical appointments, disciplinary interviews and
parole hearings.

The respondents also suggested that a telephone and TTY and

television set with decoder be made available on al1 ranges that house a deaf offender.
As well, the time limit for al1 TTY calls should be extended to accommodate the

additional time required for this type of conversation. While the small nurnber of deaf
inmates in any jurisdiction may make these suggestions irnpractical, it is nonetheless
crucial that dl attempts be made to equalize the term of incarceration for these deaf
offenders to ensure their rights to rehabilitation are respected, and they are given equal
access to the reintegration model of corrections that the hearing inmates are.

Harlan Lane has defined the diametrically opposing views of deafness known as
the '-cultural" model of deafness and the "infïrmity" mode1 of deafness. In the former
example, deafkess is accepted as the unique quality that unites members of the De&
cornmunity.

It empowers the deaf person to make choices regarding their

communication and the education of their children. it respects the technological
communication needs of the deaf offender. and ensures supports and services are
provided to meet their communication needs in al1 areas of their life, be it while
incarcerated, in hospital, or in leaming environrnents.

The "infirmity" model views deafness as a disability, a pathological condition.
or defect that requires "fixing, repairs, or correcting". The ifirmity model refuses to
acknowledge the existence or significance of a Deaf cornmunity, and instead
encourages cochlear implants to new parents of deaf children in an attempt to
"correct" the deafhess and make them "normal". If the criminal justice system or CSC

were to adopt the "cultural" mode1 of deafness, it would empower the deaf person to
accept their culture. and encourage them to address their needs in a culturally sensitive
environment.

The National Film Board video entitled "My daddy's ears are broken" reinforces
the comments of Lane above.

In the video one interviewee. a deafened woman,

comments on her decision to join the deaf world completely.

She describes the

emotional catharsis of accepting and announcing her desire to become deaf. This
woman most eloquently indicated, "with an interpreter I'm no longer disabled". This
woman and many deaf people do not view themselves as disabled or handicapped.
They view themselves very simply as "deaf '.

One M e r exarnple of this is the description of deaf people as "outsiders in a
hearing world. 1 believe the deaf should instead be acknowledged and accepted as
"insiders in a deaf world. This does not necessary exclude them from the hearing
world, but does respect them for their cultural uniqueness and empower them to
remain cohesive as a cornmunity.

Rob Kocur (1988) wrote an article on the significance of "word choices" as it
relates to persons with disabilities.

He believes that the language or terminology

chosen to describe or discuss a person with a disability dramaticaily suggests their
attitudes regarding that or other disabilities. Kocur suggests that the person should

always be placed before the handicap, as this allows one to view the person as a
person, no as a handicap. Kocur believes that "labels take the place of true
understanding".

He clearly supports the significance of accepting the person as a

person, not as someone with a loss.

Sumrnm

All respondents interviewed for this study described experiencing oppressive
and culturally insensitive conditions as a result of their inability to hear and
communicate verbally. The preceding discussion highlighted some of these individual
and collective experiences, be that in the community, in the courtroom. or in a federal
or provincial institution. Suggestions were also offered as to how to dismantle these
attitudinal and physical barriers.

It is unlikely that a single deaf offender in one institution would possess the
power to organize any significant resistance to the oppressive barriers he, she or they

as a collective expenence.

1 believe the first step towards change however, is

awareness. It is my goal to accomplish just that task with this document, to heighten
the awareness ofdeaf offenders and their needs within the criminal justice system as a

whole, and the Correctional Service of Canada in particular. Further to that, it is my

goal to encourage increased sensitivity and cultural awareness of this smail though
significant cultural minority of our adult offender population. 1 would suggest that the

criminal justice system and the Correctional Service of Canada engage in a
comprehensive investigation into the needs of the deaf offender. and thereby establish
the most appropnate ways to address the cnminogenic factors and facilitate the
reintegration process of this population.

Chapter 8

Conclusions

"To accept the culture of the Deaf people as vaiid is to
expand and enrich our understanding of hurnan creativity
and courage in the context of social adversity."
M.J Bienvenu and B. Colonornous (1 988).

In my opinion. these words noted above. and those made at Gallaudet University
afier the election of the first Deaf President in the University's 125 year history. most
accurately represents the concems experienced by al1 respondents interviewed for this
study;

.'The biggest obstacle facing people with physical
irnpairments are peoples' prejudices about disability".

This thesis was designed to explore the nature of the barrien experienced by the
deaf adult offender within three key components of the Canadian criminal justice
system; upon arrest or involvement with the police authonties, in the courtroom, and
during incarceration. What became apparent as a result of the interviews in this study,
is that the adult dlDeaf offenders interviewed have or had experienced numerous
artinidinal and environmental barriers resulting fiom what they believe is their
inability to hear and cornmunicate in spoken or written English.

The respondents felt they were being treated unfairly within the separate
components of the cnminal justice system. In particular, they felt that the staff in the

three selected cornponents of the criminal justice system were ignorant of their
bilingul and biculhual communication needs. and that they were prevented fiom
receiving equal access to the necessary rehabilitative, educational or work placements,
particularly within the confines

of the correctional institutions because of their

communication disability. They felt that the end result was that they were prevented
from participating in the necessary risk reduction or personal development programs,

and hence, they were not being encouraged in their reintegration into society.

The Correctional Service of Canada established a Mission document to "give
ciear direction to al1 those who work within the Service in carrying out their
responsibilities". This document contains a Mission Statement, Core Values, Guiding
Principles, and Strategic Objectives.

The Mission of the Service is based on the pnnciple that society is best protected
when offenders are assisted to address their cnminogenic factors and reintegrate into
society. It is aiso based on the principle that offenders retain d l their nghts as citizens
except for those that are removed or restricted as a consequence of their incarceration.
(Mission Document 1997).

There are several individual components of this Mission document that are of
particula. relevance to this thesis:

Core Value 1: "We respect the dignity of individuals, the rights of al1
members of society, and the potential for human growth and
development."

Guiding Pruiciple: "We will accommodate. within the boundaries of the
law, the cultural and religious needs of individuals and minority groups,
provided the nghts of others are not impinged upon."
Strategic Objective 1.7: "To respect the social. cultural and religious
diflerences of individual offenders."

Strategic Objective 2.3: - T o provide prograrns to assist offenders in
meeting the individual needs. in order to enhance their potential for
reintegration as law-abiding citizens".

This exploratory research has lead me to conclude that that the cnminal justice
system as a whole. particularly the Correctional Service of Canada needs to investigate
their policies as they relate to the assessment and treatment of deaf offenders within, as
a minimum. the three levels of the criminal justice system studied.

It Further appears that a complete and comprehensive assessment needs to be
conducted on the communication. program and learning needs of the deaf offender.
This information could be compiled and shared with the various levels of the justice
system. In particular, the CSC could assess their policies as it relates to the provision
of services to this population. 1 also believe that the Correctional Service of Canada
should investigate their staff cuitural awareness and sensitivity training policies. 1
believe it would be appropriate to formulate a more comprehensive and culturally
sensitive staff training module designed to ensure staff gain a better understanding of

the behavioral indicators of deafness, and the implications of a communication
disability on rehabilitation.

It was never my goal to become yet another hearing "expert" on the needs of the
d e m e a f offender. The fact is that 1 am an outsider in the Deaf world and will never
attain "insider" statu, if for no other reason than I am hearing. I see my role in
conducting this research and repeating its' findings as being no more than that of a
verbal reporter of the signed comrnents of the deaf respondent. Wherever possible I
have used the exact words or thoughts as conveyed through the voice interpreters. The
intensity, vigor and repetition of the comrnents were also recorded as carefully as
possible to be as accurate as possible within a interpreted language.

It has been my experience that the CSC is committed to not only hearing, but
tmly listening to staffs' concems regarding various aspects of the service. A recent
example of this is the response I received from rny own installation. the Manitoba
Northwest Ontario District Parole Office. I had suggested that the Winnipeg Parole
office lacked the fundamental telephone communication device necessary for
telephone communication a deaf offender, a TTY. 1 received an imrnediate response to
my concem, and was given permission to purchase a telephone TTY effective
immediately.

I was aiso given approval to attend a one week ASL Intensive

Immersion course in the city of Winnipeg to improve my own sign language fluency
in anticipation of the release of one to three of the deaf offenders presently
incarcerated in this area.

Although this thesis consistently reveded significant examples of the oppressive

barriers expenenced by this minority population in the correctional institutions. 1
believe the Correctional Service of Canada is committed to fulfilling their objectives
and goals. 1 believe the publication of this report will highlight the need for a more

formal cornprehensive study to be conducted on both a Regional and National level
into the needs of the deaf and other special needs offenders. 1 am also hopeful that it
will encourage the CSC to investigate and institute a policy which ensures respect for
cultural diversity, richness, tolerance w i t h al1 staff of the CSC.

Chapter 9
Recommendations

Recommendations for Social Work ~ractice
The following recornrnendations are being fonvarded based on the conclusions I
have reached as a result of this study. 1 have also included those suggestions as
provided both by the respondents, and members of the Deaf cornmunity.

Recommendation # 1
The Correctional Service of Canada should conduct a cornprehensive study
across al1 its' federai institutions to assess the factors specific to the deaf offender.
The study should assess the demographics of deaf offenders in each region. the nature
of their persona1 communication and program needs, and the availability of
appropriate and relevant program resources within the institutions.

Recommendation # 2

The CSC should re-assess the bureaucratic process associated with engaging
sign language interpreter services within the federal institutions. The present process
is defined by field staff as slow and curnbeaome, and by deaf inmates as inadequate.
The CSC and al1 levels of the criminai justice system should explore the
feasibility of formalizing a contract with local or regionai interpretive services to

expedite the availability of interpretive services both for routine case management
interviews and in the case of cnsis management or emergency senices.

Recommendation # 3

Case management and program staff need to develop a personal critical
consciousness about their dealing with offenders who have special needs. We need to
recognize and acknowledge our own personai and professional attitudes about dealing
with this particular population. If we are unable to move beyond the disempowenng
stereotypical myths of deafhess and disability, we can not be effective in our
professional ro les. To facilitate this personal assessment, 1 believe the CSC should
provide a two part cultural sensitivity and awareness training package to al1 their staff
in the areas of deafness and Deaf culture.
It was my experience that the staff at the federal correctional facility involved in
this study became more conscious of the needs of the deaf offender after a deaf
offender was incarcerated in that facility. It M e r appeared that (federal) institutional
staff became more ready and willing to assess the available resources as needed. This
suggests that the staff in general may become more willing to learn about deaf culture
if exposed to their specific needs. It is possible staff would be interested in receiving
training specific to the deaf offender if their needs were identified.

I believe the training package could be divided into two separate cornponents.
The first component of this training package could address the topics of Orientation

to Deafhess, Psychology of Deafhess, Mental Health services, and the dynamics of a

visual-gestural language. This information could be incorporated into the general
orientation training program for al1 new staff members of the CSC. A second, more
comprehensive module could be provided to al1 case management. program, job
placement and security staff as necessary pnor to a deaf inmate being admitted to their
particular institution. This module could be manipulated to fit the security needs of
the institution, but ultimately provide more comprehensive information regarding the
cultural. communication, treatment and learning needs of deaf offenders.
1. and the Deaf cornmunity members believe these training modules should be

provided by d/Deaf members of the Deaf cornmunity. This would ensure cultural
consistency and accuracy and provide exposure to the communication needs and
culture of the deaf. A voice interpreter would need to be incorporated as a fundamental
component of the awareness training.

Recornmendation # 4
The CSC shouId develop a cornprehensive, culturally sensitive, banier free
learning and rehabilitative environment for al1 deaf inmates. Persona1 developrnent or
treatment programs, particularly in the areas of chernical dependency, anger
management, and sexuai offender counseling, must be established as specific to the
learning needs of the deaf inrnate, as these are areas identified as cnminogenic needs
of the offenders involved with the CSC to date.
When designing interventions, it would be crucial to engage the services of
professional or experienced deaf counselors or resource people to both develop and

deliver these programs. These facilitators could deliver the program matenal in the
first language of the offender, signed communication, while using any other leaming

assistive device as suitable.

Recornrnendation # 5
The CSC Intake Assessrnent tool m u t be revised in a way to be culturally
sensitive to the needs of the deaf offender. It m u t be more detailed and specific to
identiSing the communication needs and assistive communication devices necessary
for the deaf offender to equalize the deaf offenders' period of incarceration. If this
document cannot be altered. a policy must be established to ensure that sign language
interpreten are compulsory for ALL components of the intake assessrnent process. if
so requested.
One must not make the assumption that al1 deaf offenders require sign language
interpretation for al1 or any of the case management interviews. A QUALIFIED sign
language interpreter m u t , however, be made readily available for any and all deaf
offenders requesting such. No formal or disciplinary interview should be allowed to
occur without this communication assistant.

Recomrnendation # 6

Many persons with a communication disability have a need for adaptive or
assistive technology. The CSC should explore the types of penonal listening systems,
and aierting or assistive devices available today and adopt a policy of barrier-£iee

design that requires that al1 institutions that incarcerate, or al1 installations that
supervise deaf offenden incorporate these devices as necessary. This would serve to
equalize the communication and living needs of the deaf offender in a culturally
respecthl manner and ultimately serve to facilitate the rehabilitative and reintegration
process.
As a minimum. each institution or installation (Community Correctional Centre
or parole office) should have equipment such as a fully functioning telephone and

TTY machine, television with decoder, and alarming and/or alerting devices. These
devices could provide the safety and security devices necessary, and serve to meet the
deaf persons' social and information needs.

Recommendation # 7
In keeping with the Correctional Service of Canada's present policy of
reintegration, a task force should be established to assess the cornmunity-based
services available to deaf offenders upon their release into the cornrnunity. This would
allow the parole officers, cornmunity and institution, to jointly develop a transitional
release plan for the deaf offender to facilitate their reintegration back into the deaf

community as relevant. The cornmunity resources as related to literacy training,
mental health services, vocational training resources, and general cornrnunity cultural
resources could be explored, and incorporated into the deaf inmates release plan as
necessary.

Recommendations for Future Research
It has become evident as a result of this study, that M e r research needs to be
conducted in many areas as related to the deaf offender.

Prevention, diversion and rehabilitation

I believe research should be conducted to explore the contributing factors to
criminality in the deaf adult population. It appean fiom this exploratory study that
substance abuse, poor coping skills, and inappropriate anger management skills may
contribute to criminality in this population. It has aiso been identified that the lower
educational level normally associated with the deaf adult population as a whole,
interrupts their marketability with the work force. The comection if any between
education level and criminality could also be explored. It is only through extensive
comprehensive, and culturally sensitive research that the answers to some of these
questions c m be reached.

One of the resounies studied during the literature review phase of this thesis
suggested that matemal care may have a direct comection to higher depressive
symptoms in deaf college students than in their non-deaf fellow students. This may he
worthy of study on future generations of deaf adults. One could explore if there is any
correlation between higher depressive States in deaf adults and criminal behavior.

This paper supports a paradigm shift in adult corrections fkom the clinicalpathological model of deafhess to the cultural model of deafhess where interaction
between the hearing majority culture, and the minority deaf culture could be accepted
quite simply as cross cultural interaction.

The members of the Deaf community do view themselves as outsiders in the
hearing world.

But, more importantly, they simultaneously view themselves as

insiden in a deaf world. This identification with their minority community may in
fact provide them the imer confidence to interact within the majority society.

If the Correctional Service of Canada and the criminal justice system as a whole
were to adopt a cultural view of deafhess it would require that staff alter their present
perceptions and corne to recognize deafkess not by it's decibel loss, but rather by the
attitudes, behaviors, and language that accompany the deahess. It would require that
staff educate themselves on the cultural differences in communicational behavior and
accept that culturally deaf people do not autornatically wish to integrate into the
hearing society, but instead may prefer. as Glickman States, "affirmation of their
cultural distinctness" (p. 13).

APPENDIX A, B, C,D

APPENDIX A
H A L S Categones Defined

Rgme 1 shows the thce categaies of impaircd hearing. In households, Caregory
II, the middlt range ofhcaring difndty, has the lpgest numbcr of pcrsons, with 587,065
(682%).whik 211,930 (24.6%) are in Cacgary L and 45,575 (5.3%) are in Categcny Ili.
The distribution of pasons in the three categories diff6rs markcdly for those residing in
housth~id~
and those in inStimtio11~.nie lamatmd to have gccata proportions of ptrsons

Figure
L Personsi with Impaired Eearhg Aged l5and Over in Households and
Institutions, by hgree of ~cariag
Impairment, Canada
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APPENDlX B
Consent Forrn

CONSENT FORM

M y name is Tracey Bone. I am a gradme student in the Facdty of Social Work at the
University of Manitoba. I am conducring a &y
h t o the experiences of the Deaf
offender who has k e n involved with the Criminal Justice System. Specifically, 1am
interested in meeting with those Deaf offenders who have either been arrested, through
the courts andor in jail.

The goal of this study is to gain a better understanding of the type of experiences the Deaf
offender has within the system. If any problems are identifie& or suggestions for change
made, my second goal would be to make suggestions for change to encourage the
Criminal Justice System to be more accommodating to the Deaf offender.
1wiil be conducting face to face interviews with the help of a qualified interpreter h m
the Independent Interpreter Referral Service. Your participation in this research is totally
voluntary. If you participate, you wodd have the right to stop the interview at any time.
You would also have the right to refuse to answkr any question you chose.

Your name wouid not be used in the research, AU attempts wodd be made to keep the
information confidentid, though this can not be guaranteed given the size of the Deaf
commhty. Any information collected during the interviews will be desûoyed at the end
of this research project.

Your participation wouid be heipful and greatly appreciated.
1 would be available to meet with you to answer any questions you may have about this
research. 1 can be contacted at my own home after usual business hours. For your
information I do have a TI'Y and am able to communkate in ASL myself as a result of
taking sign language courses and having a Deaf brother.

Finally piease note that if any information is shared during the interviews that suggest
you or anyone else may be in danger, 1 am required to share it with my University
supervisor.

,understand the above conditions of this study and agree to
1,
voiuntarily participate in this study under the conditions noted above.
Date

RESEARCHER TRACEY BONE (NEE STEFURA)

PHONE: 895-3369

APPENDIX C
Introductory letter to Wardens

FROM: TRACEY BONE
PAROLE OFFICER
WINNIPEG PAROLE
SUBJECT: RESEARCH PROJECT
My name is Tracey Bone. 1 am a parole officer with the Winnipeg parole office and also a
graduate student in the Master of Social Work program at the University of Manitoba
1 am presently conducting an exploratory study into the type of expeneaces the DEAF
OFFENDER has whiIe incarcerated in a federal correctional institution.

1 am asking for your assistance or the assistance of your staff in completing some
preliminary demographic informafion on this target popuiation for my research ,and in
identimg the steps that are taken in the xespec&e institutions to meet the emotional,
communication, social, and program ne& of the offenden while incarcerated.

I wodd like to have a brief conversation with any Parole officer - community or
institution, who has, or has had direct expenence with a DEAF OFFENDER WHOSE
NATIVE LANGUAGE IS SIGN LANGUAGE to share your experiences with this target
population.
It is my befief that there may be several, if not many barriers facing the Deaf offender
while incarcerated in ou.correctionai faciiïties. If we are able to identify the nature of
these barriers, then we (CSC) can work to eliminate them and facilitate an environment
more conducive to their criminogenic and personal development needs.

If any funher information is required, or if you would like to share your comments or
responses to this research piease contact me at my office 204-983-4306 or my t d i n k s
account "Tracey Bone".
Please note that 1 wiii be on Education Leave for the month of May 1998 to complete the
final stage of my research. 1would however appreciate any response to this request by
May 15,98.

Please be advised that this research project and this request is approved by both Rob
Tropak, A/District Director Man. NW Ont. region, and RHQ - Prairies.

-

1 t d y appreciaîe any assistance you or your staffcan provide me in this regard.

T

'you, Tracey Bone

APPENDIX D
Introductory Letter to Cornmunity

RESEARCH WlTH DEAF PEOPLE
WHO HAVE EXPERIENCE WlTH LAW

Hi, my narne is Tracey Bone ( m e Stefura). I am a parole officer with the
Winnipeg Parole office. Iam also a student studying at the University of
Manitoba.

I am doing a research paper on Deaf people who have been involved
with the law police, courts or jail.

-

I feel there are problerns that Deaf people face when they are involved.
Especially if their first language is ASL.

I want to rneet the people who have been involved with the law - a little or
alot. My goal is to get information about what kind of problems the Deaf
people have when they are involved with the law - police, court or jail.

How can it change to make it better for Deaf people??
I would like to conduct a one or Wo hour face to face interview with you. I
am a hearing person but wiil have an ASL interpreter during our interview
when I ask you questions.

Your name wiil not be used in any part of my notes, or final report. It will be
kept confidentiaVprivate. Only the information of your problem or experience
will be used. I will destroy al1 rny notes after the paper is completed.
If you have any questions or would like to meet with me, please cal1 me at
my home 895-3369 (voicdy). If I'm not in please leave a message and I
can cal you back on my lTY.

Thank you,

Tracey Bone (nee Stefura)
graduate student
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